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EDITOR’S PAGE

THE MILLENNIAL MINDSET

I

t’s hard to believe it’s been more than
six years since the recession forced
consumers to focus on reducing their
expenditures. Now, for the first time since
2008, it looks like the hotel industry is
returning to normal — whatever normal is.
It’s heartening to see statistical evidence,
which shows occupancy rates are on the
rise and consumers are travelling again (see
Hospitality Market Report, p. 22).
The roller-coaster ride has been tumultuous and the industry has been forced to
adapt, driven by technological advances
and shifting consumer preferences. More recently, the role of the millennial traveller is also spurring significant change in all facets of the hotel
business in North America. It’s a fact substantiated through countless
surveys, including the recent “Portrait of American Travelers” study,
released this summer by Florida-based travel marketing firm MMGY
Global. One of the study’s biggest finding should come as no surprise to
most hoteliers: “Millennials are the driving force behind the U.S. travel
industry recovery.” According to the study, the travel spending of this
group “is up an astounding 20 per cent over last year, dwarfing the average
year-over-year gain of 12 per cent for all U.S. households.”
According to the study, 24 per cent of millennial travellers (aged
between 18 and 35 in 2014) are planning to take more overnight trips
for leisure reasons in the year ahead, compared to 14 per cent who are
planning fewer trips, yielding a net positive difference of 10 per cent in
travel intentions. This compares with a negative net difference of one per
cent for boomers, and negative net differences of three per cent and six per
cent for matures and gen-Xers, respectively.
Interestingly, though American travellers have been careful about their
spending habits since the recession, millennial spending represents the
biggest year-over-year spike since pre-recession years. Looking ahead, the
study shows millennials also plan to spend significantly more on leisure
travel services next year than any of the other generational cohorts: an
average of $887 on a previous-year base of $4,499. Gen-Xers intend to
spend the second-highest increment: $666 on a previous-year base of $4,341.
“Six in 10 millennials would rather spend their money on experiences than material things,” says Steve Cohen, VP of Insights for MMGY
Global. “This is presumably one of the reasons we’ve observed the spike in
their intentions with respect to leisure travel in the year ahead.”
“The implications for destination and travel-service marketers are quite
profound,” reads the study, “as millennials’ planning, booking and sharing
habits are significantly different from those of older leisure travellers.”
So, one question remains — are you doing enough to market to this cohort?
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Checking In
THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS FOR HOTEL EXECUTIVES FROM CANADA

AND AROUND THE WORLD

TICKLE YOUR FANCY
Unique guestroom amenities are available at the new Drake Devonshire inn,
including DVD and iPod listening libraries, Bose sound systems, curated snack
and gift trays, brown-bagged libations
and a special pleasure menu — an à la
carte selection of sex toys, lubricants and
condoms. “When it comes to intimacy,
privacy and secret pleasures, hotels have
a storied past,” says Jeff Stober, founder
and CEO of Drake Hotel Properties in

A LITTLE BIT COUNTRY
The Drake Devonshire inn meets rustic Canadiana in bucolic Prince Edward
County, Ont., when it opens this month BY HELEN CATELLIER

Toronto. “They’ve always been used as
sexy backdrops for romance and fantasy.”

ARTISTIC LICENCE

S

wap Toronto’s gritty Queen Street West vibe for the pastoral views of
Prince Edward County (P.E.C.) and you get the new Drake Devonshire
inn, the second iteration of The Drake Hotel.
The Drake Devonshire opens this month following a two-year restoration of
a centuries-old foundry building in P.E.C.’s idyllic wine country located between
Toronto and Ottawa. The property promises the warm, quirky charm of a historic
country house juxtaposed with sleek, modern accents throughout.
It features 11 guestrooms, two suites and a few stand-alone structures, including
the Glass Box games room, complete with ping-pong tables, accommodating
up to 45 guests for receptions. And, the barn-like Pavilion is a seasonal indooroutdoor venue with a pitched roof, Douglas fir beams and large-scale art wall
by Brooklyn, N.Y.-based collective Faile. It will be used for special events, fall
markets and wine tastings.
The architecture gives a sense of distinct buildings, as opposed to a single
structure; at one level it’s seemingly ad hoc but, in actuality, is very composed. “I
experienced this as I visited various farm buildings,” says creative director John
Tong of Toronto-based design firm +Tongtong who worked alongside Drake
CEO Jeff Stober to bring the Drake concept to life. “As you look deeper, you see
layers of evolution as buildings were added. Even the original Devonshire itself
had a history of renovations and buildings being taken down and added.”
Toronto-transplant, chef Matt DeMille has created a farm- and lake-to-table
menu for the inn’s restaurant. It includes Drake favourites alongside new dishes,
such as the farmer’s lunch (pictured above) of smoked fish, deviled eggs, fruit,
cold roast beef, rye and sourdough breads, horseradish cream and mustard ($17).
DeMille is also planning regular plat-du-jour offerings, such as surf-and-turf tacos
($19) and prime-rib roast ($29). He’s also hoping to offer guests a glimpse of a
small-town approach to eating, hosting community-focused seasonal gatherings
around pig roasts and clambakes. “The platform we have at the Devonshire lets
us do big, community, family style meals that [don’t] feel like you’re going to a
restaurant but [feel] like you’re going to a friend’s house,” says DeMille.

hoteliermagazine.com

The Drake Devonshire remains close
to the roots of its Toronto predecessor
with artistic inspiration bursting from its
beams. Fine art and poetry is prominently
displayed throughout the property and
grounds at the hotel in Ontario’s Prince
Edward County. It’s complemented by
snippets of poems from renowned local
poet, Al Purdy, which are placed in each
guestroom. The finishing touches are
custom murals above the beds by Canadian artist Rick Leong as well as original
works by Team Macho (pictured above), a
collaborative illustration and fine-art effort
based in Toronto. Local artists, bands and
authors will also be invited on site, possibly even high-calibre performers travelling
between Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa
while on tour.
SEPTEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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BITS
AND
BYTES
Many hotels have abandoned
guest-satisfaction surveys in
favour of social-media reviews,
but the two aren’t necessarily mutually exclusive. A guestsatisfaction survey is a formal
source for collecting information
about the positive and negative
aspects of a business. It draws
from a broad cross-section of guests from a wide demographic and business source. Many hotels,
however, are relying solely on social-media reviews on sites such as Facebook, TripAdvisor and
Google+. Social-media reviews have the potential to drive business to a hotel, but they can also
drive business away since the comments are often posted by guests who have had negative
experiences. In fact, social-media reviews don’t provide an accurate measure of overall guest
satisfaction for this very reason. As part of reputation management, hotel companies must monitor
and respond to comments and complaints posted on social media or be seen as unresponsive. In
December 2013, TripAdvisor reported that 77 per cent of travellers “usually” or “always” reference
travel reviews before booking. Regardless of which method is used to collect feedback, guestsatisfaction surveys and online reviews require a proactive and reactive response. And, although
both reveal what visitors think about the hotel in question, they each serve a separate purpose.

FAST FACTS

• Sixty-seven per cent of Internet users in Canada visit social-networking sites at least once a
month. Of those users, 90 per cent visit Facebook, according to research conducted by New
York City-based Emarketer.com.
• Twitter use in Canada is projected to increase by 20 per cent to 5.6-million users by year end,
according to Emarketer.com.

Warren Markwart is the principal of MK2 Hospitality, Toronto, which
specializes in integrating hospitality technology with revenue-management
strategies, guest service and business objectives. He can be reached at
warren.markwart@mk2hospitality.com.

CYBORG
CALL
OF DUTY
A.L.O. is now reporting for duty at Aloft Cupertino, in Silicon Valley, Calif., as the brand’s first
Botlr, or robotic butler. Created by Santa Clara,
Calif. tech company, Savioke, the cyber associate performs both front- and back-of-house
duties. It navigates throughout the property
delivering amenities to guestrooms and
communicating with various hotel platforms.
A.L.O. frees employees’ time, allowing them
to personalize the guest experience, while
complementing the hotel’s tech-forward
offerings. A complete roll-out of the Botlr to
the Stamford, Conn.-based Aloft’s nearly 100
hotels is planned for 2015.

PHOTO: DREAMSTIME.COM

SOME
ASSEMBLY
REQUIRED

Parents may now have a new way to feed their children wholesome, nutritious meals on the road. As part of its year-long
Well-Being Movement, Stamford, Conn.-based Westin Hotels & Resorts has introduced the Westin Eat Well Menu for
Kids. The company has partnered with Vancouver-based SuperChefs Entertainment Inc. — an organization committed
to teaching kids cooking skills and promoting healthy eating habits — and developed eight signature dishes created and
tested by kids. The menu is filled with items designed to engage children by allowing them to play with or assemble their
food, with dishes such as build-your-own crêpes and pizza as well as blueberry-banana pancake lollipops.
hoteliermagazine.com
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InBrief

CHEERS TO 40 YEARS
The team at the Westin Prince Toronto recently celebrated the hotel’s 40th anniversary
with a special gathering, complete with food, libations and entertainment. Many of the
hotel’s former staff were also invited back to take part in the festivities. Ashok Baghel,
GM, noted that a few staff members have even been with the hotel since it opened in
1974. “As brand ambassadors, each has executed on adopting changing policies and
embracing the rich legacy of the hotel’s footprint,” he said. “Pride, passion and professionalism are their earmarks.” Located on 15 acres of parkland in North Toronto, The
Westin Prince is the only hotel in Ontario to have received AAA Four Diamond status
for 39 consecutive years.

Toronto-based Delta
Hotels and Resorts
will be part of the new
Calgary International
Airport expansion. The
318-room Delta Calgary
International Airport, to
be located within the terminal complex, will feature
more than 17,000 sq. ft. of
meeting space, a restaurant
and lounge, spa, indoor
pool and fitness centre. It
will open in conjunction
with the new terminal; the
opening date is yet to be
announced...Phoenix-based
Best Western International,
Inc. is celebrating the
opening of the newly built
113-room Best Western
Plus Service Inn & Suites
in Lethbridge, Alta., and
the newly built 95-room

Housekeeping &
Cleaning Services
Jani-King provides a great
alternative that helps you exceed
your guests needs while meeting
your budget.
Our Services Include:
Room attendants
Laundry attendants
All housekeeping positions
Front & Back of House cleaning
Kitchen & Restaurant cleaning

Learn more.

Scan the QR code using
your smartphone for
more information on
Jani-King’s hospitality
cleaning services.

800.565.1873 | www.janiking.ca
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SLIPS, TRIPS & FALLS
ARE CANADA’S MOST
FREQUENT ACCIDENTS
Yet no one has legislated footwear safety
standards for the most slippery places of all:
the hospitality, service and health industries…

BUT YOU CAN FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES

UPPER

Action leather and
man-made upper

LINING

Breathable mesh
lining with Freshtech.
Removable cushioning
EVA footbed

MIDSOLE/
OUTSOLE

Quad Comfort. EVA
midsole. TARANTULA
ANTISLIP® rubber outsole
with JStep Technology

SUGGESTED FOR

Hospitality, service and
health industries

SIZES

7-11, 12, 13, 14

UPPER

Microfibre

LINING

Breathable and moisturewicking Dri-Tec lining.
Removable EVA footbed

MIDSOLE/
OUTSOLE

Molded EVA midsole.
TARANTULA ANTISLIP®
rubber outsole with JStep
Technology

SUGGESTED FOR

Hospitality, service and
health industries

SIZES

7-11, 12, 13, 14

UPPER

Microfibre

LINING

Breathable and moisturewicking Dri-Tec lining.
Removable EVA footbed

MIDSOLE/
OUTSOLE

Cushioning gel tread
midsole. TARANTULA
ANTISLIP® rubber outsole
with JStep Technology

SUGGESTED FOR

Hospitality, service and
health industries

SIZES

5-11

UPPER

Action leather and
man-made upper

LINING

Breathable mesh lining
with Freshtech. Quad
Comfort. Removable
cushioning EVA footbed

MIDSOLE/
OUTSOLE

EVA midsole. TARANTULA
ANTISLIP® rubber outsole
with JStep Technology

SUGGESTED FOR

Hospitality, service and
health industries

SIZES

5-11

Men’s

ANTI-SLIP,
SLIP-ON
SHOE
5ANDDK3-3019J

7999

$

From

†

Men’s

ANTI-SLIP,
LACE-UP
OXFORD
5ANDDK2-3007J

6999

$

From

†

Women’s

ANTI-SLIP,
SLIP-ON
OXFORD
5BODDK2-3001J

69

$

From

99

†

Women’s

ANTI-SLIP,
LACE-UP
SHOE
5BODDK3-3002J

79

$

From

99

†

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINTING.

†

EVERY YEAR, SLIPS,
TRIPS AND FALLS COST
INDUSTRY MORE THAN
100 MILLION WORKDAYS
AND $11 BILLION.
Slippery floors, sharp edges and scalding liquids are daily realities in
hotels, restaurants, bars, hospitals and warehouses. No wonder slips,
trips and falls are a leading cause of accidents in service industries.
Mark’s couldn’t ignore Canada’s leading cause of industrial injury
and death. Over a decade of research has resulted in TARANTULA
ANTISLIP® with JStep. Now featured in 17 styles of DAKOTA shoes—
every style has been tested by SATRA, and confirmed to provide better
traction in wet, soapy and greasy conditions—taking safety, particularly
in the hospitality, service and health industries, to a whole new level.
Exclusive to Mark’s, no one can make this revolutionary technology
easier to implement for your company than the divison of Mark’s set
up exclusively for business customers—Imagewear. Only we offer you
more than 380 stores nationwide for sizing and pick-up, expert
one-to-one advice, and flexible programs designed to suit your
business needs.
While it may not always be possible to change the nature
of your floors, you can make them a safer place to walk
for all your employees.

Visit
imagewear.ca
or call
1-877-861- 7101

Best Western Plus Fox
Creek in Fox Creek, Alta...
The Mississauga, Ont.based InterContinental
Hotels Group has opened
two properties in Western
Canada. The Holiday Inn
Express Hotel & Suites
Calgary NW-University
Area opening follows a
$25-million investment in
the property. It features 113
guestrooms and meeting
space for up to 160 guests.
And the 103-room Holiday
Inn Express Yorkton in
Saskatchewan is located
one kilometre from
downtown and features
1,100 sq. ft. of meeting
space and a boardroom.
Both hotels offer a business
centre, gym, indoor pool,
complimentary high-speed
Internet and breakfast...A
new, extended-stay,
all-suite hotel has opened
in Waterloo, Ont. The

10
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Homewood Suites Waterloo/St. Jacobs has 97 suites
and offers free Internet,
fully equipped kitchens and
a complimentary grocery
service...The Oakville,
Ont.-based Knights
Inn Canada Franchise
Systems Ltd. has added
the 35-room Tel Star
Motor Inn, Brooks, Alta.,
and the 28-room Belmont
Inn, Sudbury, Ont., to its
portfolio...Calgary’s MasterBuilt Hotels has broken
ground on a prototypical
new build. The 87-room
Microtel Inn & Suites in
Kitimat, B.C. is scheduled
to open in the spring of
2015...The Coral Springs,
Fla.-based Vantage Hospitality Group has entered
an agreement to purchase
America’s Best Franchising’s six hotel brands,
growing its portfolio to
more than 1,225 hotels.

People

who retired in June...Tom
Tittel has joined Vancouver’s SilverBirch Hotels
& Resorts as VP of Operations, Eastern Canada,
based in Toronto. He was
most recently VP of Operations with Mississauga,
Ont.’s Westmont Hospitality Group...Dominique
Colliat has been appointed
EVP, HotelServices, North

Serge Simard

Serge Simard has been
appointed regional VP,
Eastern Canada and GM
of Fairmont The Queen
Elizabeth in Montreal.
Simard transfers to Canada
from Nairobi, Kenya, where
he was regional VP, Africa
and India since 2009. He
succeeds Richard Payette,

Dominique Colliat

hoteliermagazine.com

& Central America and
the Caribbean at Accor,
based in New York City.
She was most recently SVP,
Operations for Sofitel
Europe, Middle East and
Africa...There are two

Donna Fahey

new additions to the
MasterBuilt Hotels team
in Calgary. Donna Fahey is
the new director of Sales &

Todd Ryan

Marketing. She previously
held the same position at
the Delta Bow Valley in
Calgary. Carrie Larose has
been appointed manager,
Hotel Openings...Todd
Ryan has been appointed
area director of Sales and
Marketing for the Stamford,
Conn.-based Starwood
Hotels and Resorts,
Eastern Canada. Based
at The Westin Ottawa,
Ryan was most recently
area director of Sales and
Marketing for Starwood
Hotels in the New York
and New Jersey area.

SupplySide
Toronto-based Canadian
Linen and Uniform
Service Co. has launched
a new Web Store platform
and enhancements to its
Custom eStores at canadianlinen.com. It offers
enhanced functionality
for uniform customization
and more. The company
also recently celebrated
its 125th anniversary...
Cascades, based in Kingsey
Falls, Que., has introduced an alternative to
poly-coated packaging
for the foodservice industries. Respak is recyclable,
compostable, made from
50-per-cent recycled fibres
and is designed to repel
water, oil and grease...Two
new products are available
from Kitchener, Ont.-based
Dare Foods Ltd. Boulangerie Grissol Baguettes Bites
in garlic parmesan and Two
Bread Homestyle Croutons
in a steakhouse blend can
be enjoyed on their own
or as an accompaniment to
soups or salads...Orlando,
Fla.-based Intelity and
Calgary’s Guest-tek introduced new technology
enabling hotel guests to
stream media content from
their mobile devices to
in-room televisions. Intelity has also introduced an
app allowing guests to send
pre-arrival requests directly
to the hotel, check-in,
check-out and use their
mobile device as a key
card...Vancouver-based
Koni Hospitality Canada
has been incorporated
and will sell bedcovers,
window treatments and
other soft goods.
hoteliermagazine.com

Now every room can
have a great view.
Give your guests an unforgettable stay with Bell TV. They’ll get stunning
HD picture quality in every room. And you’ll get flexible solutions, such as a
customized programming guide with more than 100 HD channels to choose from.
Couple that with personalized hotel channels that advertise your services and
your experience will be five star, too.
Visit bell.ca/tvforhotels or call 1 877 543-2069.

ARTFULLY CRAFTED
Robert Mercure, GM of
the Fairmont Le Château
Frontenac, led renovations at
the iconic property, where
the signature dining room, Le
Champlain, was re-imagined
as a British manor
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PHOTOGRAPH BY RENAUD PHILIPPE

A
LA
MODE
QUEBEC CITY’S
CHATEAU FRONTENAC
GETS A FACELIFT AND
SHOWCASES
ITS HERITAGE IN A
WHOLE NEW LIGHT
BY HELEN CATELLIER

hoteliermagazine.com

AS ANY HOTELIER KNOWS, running
a hotel business is a challenging endeavour
at the best of times. But, add a multimilliondollar renovation to the mix, and suddenly
there’s an entire new dimension of stress
to overcome. Just ask Robert Mercure. For
the past three years, the affable GM of Le
Château Frontenac has been directing the
impressive, top-to-bottom renovation of
Quebec City’s iconic hotel.

SEPTEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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THE CANADIAN HOSPITALITY FOUNDATION BALL CELEBRATES THE PSYCHEDELIC 60s

Purchase your
table & tickets at
www.thechf.ca

Black Tie or
Groovy Attire
PLATINUM LEVEL SPONSORS

SILVER LEVEL SPONSORS

INNER CIRCLE SPONSORS A. Lassonde Inc. • FRHI Hotels & Resorts • Mother Parkers Tea & Coffee Inc.
BENEFACTOR SPONSORS Ecolab • Hunter Amenities International Ltd. • Maple Leaf Foodservice
McCain Foods Canada • PepsiCo Beverages Canada • The Fairmont Royal York

CANADIAN HOSPITALITY FOUNDATION 300 Adelaide Street East, #339, Toronto, ON M5A 1N1
Telephone 416.363.3401 Fax 416.363.3403 Email chf@theohi.ca www.thechf.ca
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A STORIED PAST Le Château Frontenac’s majestic summit setting (above) features postcard
views of Old Quebec and the St. Lawrence River; Le Sam bistro (right) pays a nod to traditional rail
cars and harkens back to the days of the CP Railway; meticulous care and craftsmanship breathed
new life into the lobby’s historic features (below)

The goal of the $75-million
project, which began in spring
2013 (the copper roof on the main
tower was replaced in 2012) and
completed this past June, was to
refresh and modernize the heritage
property with contemporary finishes
while preserving its historic charm.
“The renovated Château tells the
story of a celebrated hotel from the
past meeting the contemporary
luxury design of today,” says Greg
Keffer, principal and studio leader at
Rockwell Group in New York City,
the firm tasked with transforming the

tones and clean lines. And the traditional and heavy furniture pieces,
such as the canopy headboards, were
swapped with clean looks for a quiet
yet luxurious setting. Starting at $239
during low season, these rooms are
scattered throughout the hotel and
come in a variety of sizes.
Fairmont Gold, the boutique hotel
within the Château, was modernized
and expanded from 46 rooms to 60,
while the Gold lounge grew by 33 per
cent, giving guests additional space
to unwind. The transformation was
influenced by the glamour, fashion
and nostalgia of French design,

lobby, restaurants and bar. “It
embraces the modern-traditional
juxtaposition by maintaining many of
the original architectural features and
mixing in contemporary furnishings
and finishes.”
All of the hotel’s 611 guestrooms
were updated, and nearly 330
were completely overhauled with
contemporary decor, furnishings and
bathrooms. In the process, a third,
mid-range room category called
Deluxe was born. The more classical colours and bold prints of the
old design were replaced with muted

A NUMBERS
GAME

STATS AND FACTS
FROM THE TOP-TO-TOE
RENO AT LE CHATEAU
FRONTENAC
$75 million spent on renovations | $6.5 million spent
on new copper roof | 611
guestrooms renovated | 330
guestrooms overhauled | 14
guestrooms added to Fairmont
Gold | Fairmont Gold lounge
expanded by 33 per cent |
4 treatment rooms added to
spa | Fitness centre expanding
100 per cent | 400-year-old
artifacts prominently displayed |
15,000 sq. ft. of meeting
space added, accommodating
2,000 for cocktail receptions |
3 new F&B concepts
hoteliermagazine.com
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MODERN MASTERS Centuries-old artifacts excavated from the property surrounding Le Château
Frontenac are proudly displayed in museum-quality showcases (above); the new guestrooms reflect
muted tones and clean lines for a quiet yet luxurious setting (below)

particularly the style of Coco Chanel.
It’s reflected in the furniture and the
two-tone contrast in some of the
details, including the black-and-white
panelling on the walls, bathroom
floors and vanities. Starting at $369
during low season, Fairmont Gold is
the priciest room category.
The remaining and most basic
guestrooms, known simply as
Fairmont, were renovated in 2007
and, this time around, received softgoods updates. They’re inspired by
traditional royal tones of blues and
golds but in more subtle palettes.
They give the rooms a sophisticated
and timeless feel. White marble,
polished chrome fixtures, glass
doors and painted walls make the
bathrooms brighter and cleaner. In
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some instances, where soaking tubs
existed as part of the bedroom, walls
were moved to enclose the entire
space and enlarge the bathroom.
These rooms start at $219 in the
hotel’s low season.
New York City-based Wilson
Associates was commissioned to
redesign the guestrooms, in addition
to the corridors and meeting rooms.
The goal was to blend modern design
with the Château’s medieval- and
Renaissance-inspired architecture. But the individuality of the
guestrooms made space planning a
challenge. “It required us to be very
selective of the furniture and materials to ensure it would scale properly
and function within each space,”
says Joanne Yong, SVP, principal

at Wilson Associates. “As with all
historical buildings, there were a lot
of unforeseen ‘extras’ that can’t be
found in the drawings, but have to
be discovered by walking into every
room and then redesigned to adapt
to the odd flying beam or stray corbel
on the wall. We respect the history of
the building and integrated all of its
quirks and charms into our design, as
opposed to removing them.”
The Spa du Château — operated
by Amerispa — and the Club Frontenac fitness centre were also enhanced
to further stimulate the leisure
market. A few of the rooms next to
the pool were captured to enlarge the
spa, increasing the number of treatment rooms from three to seven. And
a new extension will be added to the
gym this fall, doubling its size.
The renovation was tackled in
rotating phases and didn’t come
without challenges. “Trying to make
something modern and relevant from
years of reorganization, additions and
updated designs proved challenging but a rewarding finish,” says
Rockwell’s Keffer. For example,
removing 16 century-old chandeliers
from the lobby, cleaning every crystal
and arm, rewiring the electrical and
draping them with mixed-metal
chains for a modern interpretation
was a labour of love that required
meticulous attention to detail. The
same level of care and craftsmanship
revived other features such as the
copper roof, quarter-sawn oak wall
panelling, mouldings, gilding and the
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DID YOU KNOW?
In late September,
visitors can take a
virtual jaunt around
the hotel with the
new app tour.
Combining video
and historic images,
it guides users
throughout the
property without
leaving the hotel
lobby. The app is
free for download
on both Google Play
and iTunes
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original fresco ceiling.
Original artifacts were given a
new sense of importance in museumquality display cases that now line
the corridors of the lower level. An
archaeological dig around the property uncovered thousands of heirlooms.
Near 400-year-old cannonballs,
glassware and china are prominently
displayed along with antiques from
the original hotel itself, such as
furniture from the 1920s designed by
the Maxwell brothers (the architects
responsible for the hotel’s expansion
in the 1920s), a room key from the
early 1900s and silverware engraved
with the hotel logo.
Quebec’s natural landscape inspired
several design elements, including
the main lobby, which features large,
Italian, blue-onyx backlit panels
reminiscent of the St. Lawrence
River. A custom-made, 15-ft.-tall
chandelier in the grand stairway
is made from thin pieces of glass

arranged in a
spiral pattern to
mirror the icicles
that form during
the cold winters.
The space was
also reorganized
to create a more
open layout. For the check-in area,
Rockwell Group created custom
desks covered in antique mirror
and added custom rugs and ombré
draperies. Most of the furnishings
were acquired locally from Canada
and fabrics were sourced from Italy,
France and the U.S.
But apart from updating the look,
one of the biggest catalysts for the
renovation was the need to increase
meeting space. In the past, groups
were turned away. “We were losing
pretty good opportunities in the past
because ... we could not accommodate larger groups or we could not
accommodate many groups at the
same time,” explains Sylvain Fortier,
EVP, Residential, Hotels and Real
Estate Investment Funds for Ivanhoé
Cambridge in Montreal, which owns
the Frontenac.
In addition to renovations of the
grand ballroom, 15,000 sq. ft. of
meeting and banquet space was added

— a 75-per-cent increase in capacity — making it the second-largest
meeting space in town, after the
convention centre. The hotel now
offers 23 multipurpose meeting rooms
and accommodates 2,000 people for
receptions. The look is inspired by a
wealthy businessman’s wardrobe with
pinstriped wallpaper, light fixtures
reminiscent of cufflinks, leather
drapes, horned button details and
accents of Hermès orange.
A new group check-in on the lower
level accommodates larger parties
that request a private welcome area.
The new separate entrance provides
guests with another sense of arrival
and makes it even easier for business
clients to attend functions.
There’s been tremendous interest
in the revamped space. “We’ve had
an explosive growth of backlog,” says
Mercure. “In fact, we’re 14,000 room
nights ahead of pace. It’s the strongest
backlog of confirmed conventions in
the 120-year history of the hotel,”
he adds.
On the foodservice front, the
Château boasts three new culinary
concepts. Seating 150, Le Champlain
is the signature dining room featuring local cuisine and tasting menus.
Design was inspired by an English
manor house with luxurious, highly
textured materials such as leather,
brass and walnut. Le 1608 wine and
cheese bar is open to the lobby where
guests can sample cheese, wines and
accompanying condiments. The city’s
winters served as a design inspiration
for the icy tones of grey, silver, platinum and blue. And Le Sam bistro,
built in a large veranda overlooking
the river, pays a nod to traditional rail
cars and harkens back to the days of
the CP Railway. It features an open
kitchen and serves cocktails and
casual gourmet fare.
Management is confident the new
F&B offerings, combined with the
increased capacity, will maximize the
hotel’s group business — traditionally stronger in the fall and spring
— during the summer months.

“Quebec [City] is very dynamic
in the summer,” Mercure says.
“So the whole destination offer,
combined with the new capacity, is an interesting and new
element that wasn’t available to
people before.”
Fortier also believes the new
dining options will attract locals
and solo travellers, too. The
local market is important in softselling the hotel to others, he
explains. “If, as a ... guest of the
hotel, you see a lot of buzz, a lot
of energy and a lot of people in
the restaurant or at the bar ... you
feel like you’re at the right place.
It’s very important in creating
the guest experience.”
Though the local and domestic
market is solid, Mercure sees an
upswing in U.S. visitors, since
the exchange rate has become
more favourable, and there’s a
renewed interest in leaving the
country. “A big part of our market
is the northeast corridor or the
West Coast,” he explains. “We
sell ourselves ... as an alternative
to Europe without the jet lag
and without the huge expense.”
To target this growing market, a
dedicated, full-time sales person
was added.
A combination of word of
mouth and marketing is key
to recouping the costs of this
tremendous investment. And,
though Ivanhoé Cambridge
is unloading many of its hotel
assets, there are no plans to
sell the Quebec City landmark.
“We want to concentrate on
office, retail and multi-res going
forward, but this is the exception to the rule,” discloses
Fortier. “[The Château Frontenac] is a significant asset for
Quebec and Quebecers. It has a
long history, is very visible and
is the picture you have in mind
when you think about Quebec
City. It’s our postcard asset in
Quebec.” u
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UNIQUE
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

NEW HOTEL AT THE SUMMIT OF THE
MONTMORENCY WATERFALL
INVITATION FOR PROPOSALS - QUÉBEC CITY REGION

The Société des établissements de plein air du Québec is seeking a promoter
interested in designing, financing, building, and operating a hotel at the Parc de
la Chute-Montmorency, the second most visited tourist site in the Québec City
region. Combining the operation of the Manoir Montmorency, an elegant villa
with a long history, overlooking the western cliff of a waterfall that is 83 metres
in height, the future hotel will feature a unique site for its clients, which is also a
marvel due to its natural environment and its unobstructed view of Québec City,
the Island of Orleans and the St. Lawrence River.

For more details about this unique business opportunity, contact
sepaq.com/proposals

Proposals will be accepted until

OCTOBRE 10, 2014 AT 3:00 PM (EST)

THE 2014 HOSPITALITY MARKET REPORT

THE
WOW
FACTOR
Although supply and demand for
hotel rooms gained momentum
last year, hotel operators are under
pressure since today’s discerning
guests expect more

H
BY MICHAEL HAYWOOD
ILLUSTRATION BY JEM SULLIVAN

How well are hoteliers meeting the needs of today’s guests?
Occupancy rate, ADR and RevPAR identify a degree of
success, satisfaction scores are also important, but even
they don’t adequately measure how well requirements and
expectations are being met.
So, to achieve success, hoteliers need a comprehensive
understanding of the factors affecting travellers’ opinions
and their desires to experience our country and communities. In such a highly competitive industry, there’s a dizzying
array of consumer choice. Case in point: Airbnb, which has
been valued at US$10 billion, according to The Wall Street
Journal, is providing competition that many hoteliers seem
to be ignoring.
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Hoteliers aim to deliver seamless
experiences informed by deep insight
and imbued with brand promise. But
are they succeeding? Do employees
share a common vision? Are they
enabled, and do they feel engaged?
Do guests depart feeling delighted?
What bearing does the performance
of associates and other public and
private services have on how well the
hotel fares?
Studies of high-performing destinations and accommodation enterprises
reveal that excellence is a result of
persistence, deep insights, distinctive
differentiation, purposeful positioning
and overall experience. Today’s hospitality marketers need to understand
consumers’ basic desires. Consumers
want to be wowed when travelling,
escaping the daily grind and seeking
out the new and different.
Hoteliers should have an edge in
this regard. After all, as Canada’s
premier hosts, they are big believers in the appeal of our cities and
countryside. Still, their contributions have yet to deliver the growth
we deserve. For example, the World
Tourism Organization in Madrid,
Spain, reports that while travel and
tourism accounts for 9.5 per cent of
the world’s economy, it only contributes 4.5 per cent to Canada’s GDP.
There are many reasons this imbalance is difficult to fix. In fact, it’s
an ongoing battle being fought by
The Tourism Industry Association of
Canada (TIAC), the Hotel Association of Canada (HAC), both based
in Ottawa, and others who lobby on
the hotel industry’s behalf, pressuring governments to be more forthcoming. In the July/August issue of
Hotelier, even editor and publisher,
Rosanna Caira, demanded a “time for
action.” But legislated change will be
slow in coming.
In the meantime, hoteliers must
continue to emphasize the creation
of real value, not only within their
organizations, but throughout their
communities or regions. Pricing must
factor into the equation, but it should
24
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never define value. Discounting, in
particular, undermines profitability and the ability to create, capture
and communicate the true quality of
most organizational and destination
brands. It also cheapens the breadth
of the Canadian experience.
Last month’s “Top 50 Report”
emphasized “developing, renovating and creating better operating
systems.” To increase gross sales,
communities and corporations
must work more collaboratively to
enhance their value offerings and
create seamless experiences. It’s time
hoteliers lead the conversation, tell
stories that bring their brands to life
and collaborate to create a more
prosperous future for their communities. By personalizing offerings and/
or broadening relationships through
meaningful touchpoints, such as
more interactive services and branded content, a more vibrant tourism
industry can be built.
Consider the following questions
that determine future growth: what
should be done to create more
seamless experiences that engage
customers and make communities more captivating; are the values
and goals guiding organizational
and brand strategies appropriate
and clearly understood; in times of
greater consumer choice and rising
expectations, how can operational
and marketing excellence be better
executed in our digital age; and,
what more can the industry do to
honour and deliver brand promises and live up to the reputation
Canada has earned?
TRAVEL AND TOURISM

TIAC’s “2013 Gateway to Growth”
and the Canadian Tourism Commission’s (CTC) “2014 to 2018 Tourism
as Canada’s Engine for Growth”
documents explore ambitious goals.
Tourism fosters trade, but destinations and regions have to work more
diligently if communities are to
benefit from and improve tourism’s
contribution to GDP.

Case in point: in recent years, an
increasing number of Americans have
stopped travelling to Canada (according to Statistics Canada, visitation was down 0.6 per cent to 25.2
million in 2013, with same-day visits
sliding 5.7 per cent). In fact, Statistics Canada also reports that travel
from the U.S. was down another 1.3
per cent during the first quarter of
2014. Given the economic resurgence in the U.S., more must be done
to bolster the variety of Canadian
experiences and have them register as
truly unique and essential.
However, Statistics Canada’s report
about the uptick in the number of
international visitors — up 2.9 per
cent to 2.7 million in 2013 — is
great news. Canada’s major overseas
markets represent visitors from Great
Britain, France, Japan, Germany,
South Korea and Mexico, but it is
China that is advancing at an impressive pace, up 22.6 per cent in 2013
and 26.1 per cent during the first
quarter of 2014. According to Statistics Canada, total visitation from
outside the U.S. rose 5.2 per cent,
though spending fell by 2.4 per cent.
While the stabilizing world economy
is paying dividends, this growth can’t
be taken for granted. Visitor expectations must be met and suitable ways
to strengthen relationships and spur
further growth must be found.
Whether core, transitional or
developing, the refrain from all
markets remains the same: provide
experiences that touch us, move us,
improve us or change us. Knowing
what that means and how to communicate and deliver the promise varies
with each geographic, demographic or
lifestyle group. Leveraging Canada’s
“Keep Exploring” brand is essential
and will bolster the power to wow,
but for the Canada brand to resonate,
it has to be articulated more directly
and more meaningfully to guests.
With Statistics Canada identifying tourism as an $82-billion industry with more than 150,000 public
and private enterprises, employing
hoteliermagazine.com

more than 600,000 people, tourism
is deeply woven into our businessand leisure-based economies. In fact,
domestic demand accounts for a
robust 81 per cent of tourism’s expenditures ($66 billion), up from 65 per
cent in 2001. In its assessment of the
industry, TIAC notes that reliance
on domestic tourism is worrisome
and disproportionate, but it’s still
amazing how few Canadians have
experienced the breadth of what this
country offers.
Despite the recent hoopla to
connect the world’s largest and grandest trail network (Trans Canada Trail)
by Canada’s 150th birthday in 2017,
far more can be done to animate
and celebrate our country, its history and future aspirations at the local
level. For example, more effective
use of social media can bring festivals and events to the attention of
core markets. By doing so, perhaps
even more Canadians and foreigners
will travel within our borders, spend
more money and fuel their propensity
for short getaways and excursions in
nearby communities.
OPERATIONAL CONTEXT

Despite the effort and money being
poured into branding and marketing, it’s surprising that the American Customer Satisfaction Index’s
(ACSI) “Travel Report 2014”
reveals that not a single hotel chain
improved guest satisfaction. In fact,
the average score for hotels dipped by
2.6 per cent to an ACSI score of 75
out of 100.
Ironically, while the economy is
improving and consumer demand
is increasing, customer satisfaction within the travel sector is on
the decline, with all airlines receiving an ACSI average score of 69 out
of 100. The headline to the associated ACSI news story Different
Names, Same Experience? suggests
that hotel chains are too similar and
certain aspects, such as cleanliness
and amenities are troubling. As the
ACSI suggests, more hotel guests
hoteliermagazine.com

are questioning whether the value
received justifies the constant rate
hikes.
Such results represent an important wake-up call for three reasons:
insufficient attention is being given
to brand and community distinctiveness, employee engagement,
meaningful innovation, appropriate
and profitable revenue generation;
travel and tourism are essential and
discretionary activities that entail
expenditures of time and money, the
scarcity of which is more pronounced,
thereby placing value propositions
into question; and, people are seeking
more meaningful and fulfilling leisure
activities, especially through travel.
Travel should excite imaginations,
be sustainable and be driven by a
sense of style and design. Furthermore, hotels should be infused with
personality, character and greater
regional identity. Hoteliers need to
enhance how they create, communicate and capture
value, especially
through innovation and design.
After all, travellers show a preference for staying
at properties
that reflect and
embrace a local
d e s t i n a t i o n ’s
culture.
Many customers may select
a hotel based
on price, but
marketers should
emphasize the
value received:
an improved
quality of life,
an accomplishment, an opportunity to relax or
recreate, languish
or learn. While
many hoteliers
are aware of this,
there are overrid-

ing concerns about productivity,
achieving operational efficiencies and
honouring responsibilities to owners
and shareholders. But consumers’
hunger for goods and services is being
outpaced by a hunger for beauty,
meaning, compelling stories and
amazing moments — life-affirming
intangibles that travel and tourism
can provide.
The good news is that strong
economic growth in many transitional and emerging markets is having
a positive effect on international
arrivals and expenditures. And this
growth is slowing and can easily stall.
On the home front, domestic tourism
has remained steady, reflecting a slow
economic recovery. And it appears
that the economic situation can
shift from low gear to reverse and
back again.
In the U.S., for example, the
National Association of Business
Economics, based in Washington,
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EXHIBIT 1										
D.C., has cut its growth
									
outlook for the second
OCCUPANCY, ADR, REVPAR
quarter to an annualized rate
National, provincial, major markets, 2012 to 2013 % change
of 3.0 per cent from 3.5 per
cent. However, the Bank of
Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR
Canada’s “Business Outlook
Location
2013 Point Change**
2013
Variance
2013 Variance
 			 		 	 
Survey” reports that optimism
prevails. Exports, future sales
NEWFOUNDLAND
70.8%
1.6
$140.76
3.5% $99.72
5.9%
growth, a controlled rate
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
47.1%
-0.2
$118.19
3.6% $55.63
3.1%
of inflation and a weaker
NOVA SCOTIA
59.0%
-1.5
$120.07
-0.6% $70.79
-3.0%
Canadian dollar are positive
Halifax/Dartmouth
62.9%
-1.2
$125.24
-0.5% $78.82
-2.3%
indicators.
NEW BRUNSWICK
55.4%
0.6
$107.37
-0.4% $59.44
0.6%
As of July 2014 the
QUEBEC
62.5%
0.5
$139.46
1.9% $87.21
2.6%
Ottawa-based Conference
Greater Quebec City
59.7%
-2.0
$143.34
-1.1%
$85.61
-4.4%
Board of Canada’s index of
Greater Montreal
66.5%
1.8
$139.51
2.9% $92.82
5.7%
consumer confidence has
ONTARIO
62.4%
0.8
$126.57
1.3% $79.02
2.7%
rebounded to 90.9. What’s
Greater
Toronto
Area
(GTA)
68.0%
1.3
$133.69
2.2%
$90.95
4.2%
disturbing, though, are
Ottawa
68.1%
-0.9
$140.27
-1.1%
$95.57
-2.4%
second-quarter results from
Niagara Falls
58.9%
-0.4
$133.11
2.1%
$78.43
1.4%
Statistics Canada, showing
an annual inflation at 2.4 per
MANITOBA
60.9%
-2.7
$116.37
1.9% $70.82
-2.4%
cent, with wages not keeping
Winnipeg
62.7%
-3.4
$122.20
2.1%
$76.67
-3.1%
pace, up only 1.9 per cent.
SASKATCHEWAN
67.2%
-0.9
$131.14
3.4% $88.18
2.0%
Accordingly, hoteliers seem
ALBERTA (excluding Alta. Resorts)
68.2%
2.4
$137.59
3.9% $93.81
7.7%
to be keeping room rates
Calgary
72.7%
1.9
$162.23
3.9% $117.96
6.7%
in check. But an average
Edmonton
69.7%
3.2
$127.48
4.3% $88.85
9.3%
2.2-per-cent annual ADR
BRITISH COLUMBIA
61.1%
1.6
$134.26
2.6% $82.07
5.4%
increase suggests that dollars
Greater Vancouver
69.0%
2.0
$138.41
2.6% $95.47
5.8%
are being left on the table in
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
69.5%
5.5
$154.09
-0.8% $107.11
7.8%
many regions. With transYUKON
64.8%
-4.8
$108.20
0.1%
$70.16
-6.8%
portation costs rising above
 			 		 	 
the average CPI, more travelCANADA
62.8%
1.0
$132.53
2.2% $83.29
3.8%		
lers are choosing staycations,
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
shorter trips or alternative
Based on the operating results of 219,488 (unweighted data).
** Please note that the variance between current and previous year occupancy
leisure pursuits — even more
is reported as a point change and not as a percentage variance.
reason for hoteliers to ensure
SOURCE: PKF CONSULTING INC.
their offerings are more
appealing.
Of course, there are distinct ACCOMMODATION ANALYTICS
commoditized or insufficiently differprovincial and regional differences. In review, 2013 outpaced 2012. entiated despite branding efforts to
According to the Bank of Montreal, Within Canada as a whole, occupan- overcome this problem.
real GDP growth in Alberta should cies increased one point to 62.8 per
Finally, RevPAR increased 3.8
be 3.5 per cent in 2014, compared cent (see Exhibit 1), far off the 64.9 per cent to $83.29, but, as Torontoto 2.3 per cent for the country. per cent of 2007. Playing catch-up based PKF Consulting’s operational
Such growth, coupled with widen- is frustrating when our major U.S. results for hotels attest, the increase
ing wage gaps and a low tax burden, market remains unresponsive and in revenues is not being reflected
will attract tourists from other regions seasonality continues to curtail the in the bottom line due to increasof the country. The rest of the West growth of average occupancies.
ing operating costs, especially
is expected to perform closer to the
At first glance, an overall energy, and some questionable assetnational average. Central Canada 2.2-per-cent increase in ADR to management practices.
should benefit proportionately more $132.53 in 2013 seems acceptable,
If it weren’t for the boom in Alberfrom a weaker dollar and stronger but it lagged the average CPI increase ta, hotel occupancies would be in the
U.S. growth. Atlantic Canada is likely for 2013. Of course, it doesn’t help doldrums (see Exhibit 1). Alberta’s
to remain comparatively sluggish.
if the industry and its offerings are 2.4-point-increase to 68.2 per cent
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ARE YOU SICK & TIRED OF HUGE OTA PAYOUTS?
I

s your digital marketing strategy producing
enough heads in beds to meet your forecasts?

Maybe you’re frustrated with not finding your
website on Page 1 of Google and Bing? Do
you have a quality web analytics program and
dashboard for tracking your conversion and
CPA goals so you can monitor the return on
your digital marketing investment? Is your social media causing you nightmares to manage?
Get the answers to all your questions and
maximize the most phenomenal lead generating and sales tool in history: Digital Marketing!

All hoteliers have a website now and some
form of digital marketing. The challenge is to
have a real strategy that achieves your goals
to reduce expensive OTA’s and generate
enough heads in beds to grow your business.

“Our profits have increased about 25%. We’ve
really seen an increase in leads coming in.
Think Profits not only met our expectations,
but they’ve exceeded them.” – Liz Moore,

“Implementing programs such as SEO, PPC,
Social Media, Email Marketing and Web
Video along with tracking your conversions in
analytics are the main push for Hotel Chains,
Boutique Hoteliers and Travel and Tourism
right now, with some moving their entire
marketing budgets online.” Moore said during
a recent interview.

Shawn Moore and his talented team have the
specialized industry knowledge and experience
to get the online results you want, fast.

How? By getting to know Canadian CEO and
Internet Marketing Guru Shawn Moore and his
team from ThinkProfits.com, Inc., a top-rated
Canadian Agency that has helped over 1600
North American clients generate $100’s of
millions in sales since 1997.
The youngest of six children, Moore’s father
was ranked a top Vancouver Police Officer and
mother a successful Retail Entrepreneur. Exemplified by surviving and growing through the
dot-com crash and the recent global financial
crisis, he has received numerous entrepreneur
awards including nomination for inclusion on
Canada’s prestigious “Top 40 under 40” list,
nomination for the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year Award, and was chosen by
the Canadian government to represent Canada
at the Washington Soft-ware Alliance. Moore
has the demonstrated expertise and has the
blueprint for success to show you how it’s
done online. He also believes in corporate responsibility and giving back to the community.
“This year we’ve committed to various
charities, including Canuck Place Children’s
Hospice for families with terminally ill children,
the Ride to Conquer Cancer, and the Cure for
Cancer. My team and I regularly help serve
meals at the Salvation Army soup kitchen on
the east side.”
“My mission is to use digital marketing to grow
my clients businesses, revenues and profits;
to make their phones, lead forms and cash
registers ring! To create ongoing value and
make a difference to their business each and
every year.”

Shawn Moore,
Founder & CEO, Think Profits.com
Companies who come to ThinkProfits.com
are looking for an established, experienced
and competent Digital Marketing Agency.
When asked what Think Profits delivers as its
competitive edge, Moore replied, “As the true
leaders in SEO since 1997, you get a fully
developed strategy with ROI goals, which will
result in higher search results, more traffic,
more heads in beds and less OTA payouts.
Here are a few snips from some recent testimonials from happy clients.
“We hired Think Profits to conduct a thorough brand audit and needs assessment to
improve our position in the market. We have
since engaged them to assist with the newly
developed brand marketing initiatives and digital marketing consulting. Their expertise has
become instrumental in our online marketing
decisions. We are engaged with their SEO
and Social Media Services, and look forward to
a long term relationship with their firm.”

- Judy Adams, Regional General
Manager, Vancouver, Coast Hotels

CEO Liz Moore Destination Weddings

His reputation is such that he is a Preferred
Keynote Speaker on the Internet Marketing
circuit speaking at venues such as the Internet
Marketing Conference, and the Global Search
Engine Strategies Conference sharing the
limelight with the likes of Google and Microsoft.
“Think Profits has helped us to gain the results
needed from our Google and Bing paid and
organic search marketing initiatives; increasing the quantity as well as the quality of leads
coming in. This has led to increased room
nights (heads in beds) and revenues for our
group of hotels in Canada and the United
States, for less than our OTA costs. With their
knowledgeable and dedicated teams, they
have become a valued source for implementing
our digital marketing strategies.”

– Nash Banaji, VP, CMO, Brand Architect
Executive Hotels & Resorts
Among companies that may ideally benefit
most from Think Profits expertise, Moore
identified hotel chains, individual and boutique
hoteliers as well as resorts. “Our ideal client
has revenue of at least $5 million per year and
wants to dominate their competition online.”
Want more information? Take advantage of
their limited-time special offer for our readers.
You Save 50% OFF their Published Consulting
Rates. You Get an Intensive 1-on-1 Digital
Marketing Audit personally with Shawn, valued
at $2,000 for only $997.
To start with a FREE consultation or to book
your Audit Call Toll Free Now 1.877.597.7888
To learn more about Shawn Moore and his team
you can view his LinkedIn profile at linkedin.
com/in/thinkprofits or visit www.thinkprofits.com.
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is noteworthy, as is the 5.5-point
increase to 69.5 per cent in the
Northwest Territories. British Columbia and Newfoundland were able to
eke out a 1.6-point increase to 61.1
per cent and 70.8 per cent respectively. But across Atlantic Canada,
occupancies barely budged from 2012,
up 0.1 point to 58.5 per cent. Travel
to Prince Edward Island declined by
0.2 points to 47.1 per cent; Nova
Scotia ended up at 59.0 per cent,
down 1.5 points; and New Brunswick
remained steady at 55.4 per cent, up
0.6 points.
Economic woes in Central Canada
also resulted in minimal changes to
occupancy rates. Quebec’s average
was 62.5 per cent, up 0.5 points
(hindered by a two-point drop
in Quebec City to 59.7 per cent).
Ontario fared a little better, with
occupancies up 0.8 points to 62.4
per cent. As noted, Western Canada
was supported by Alberta’s and
British Columbia’s performance,
though occupancies fell 2.7 points
in Manitoba to 60.9 per cent, and
dropped 0.9 points to 67.2 per cent
in Saskatchewan.
With reference to ADRs, hotels
in Alberta, Newfoundland, Prince
Edward Island, Saskatchewan and
British Columbia raised their rates
above the 2.4-per-cent inflation
rate. In the remaining provinces there was a reluctance to follow
suit. The reasons can be traced back
to concerns that higher rates drive
business away; beliefs that lower rates
build occupancies; sales quotas based
on occupied room nights instead of
room rates; and too many brands
chasing similar markets, suggesting
that business models need updating.
As Exhibit 1 reveals, major gateway
cities achieve the highest ADRs,
which boosts overall provincial and
national numbers. But other than
Calgary and Edmonton, the average
increase fell short of the 2013 CPI.
Though not revealed in the Exhibit, notable mentions should go to
Calgary northwest, up 10.7 per cent
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to $125.04; Regina, up 6.8 per cent
to $133.06; Greater Victoria, up 6.3
per cent to $125.50; Langley/Surrey,
B.C., up 4.9 per cent to $99.63;
downtown Montreal, up 4.1 per cent
to $153.35; and downtown Toronto,
up 4.0 per cent to $168.05.
The RevPAR metric reveals that
the most substantial increases were
in the Northwest Territories, up 7.8
per cent to $107.11; Alberta, up 7.7
per cent to $93.81; Newfoundland,
up 5.9 per cent to $99.72; and British
Columbia, up 5.4 per cent to $82.07.
Downtown Calgary has the highest
RevPAR in the country, up 3.6 per
cent at $152.08. Disappointing results
came from Nova Scotia, down 3.0 per
cent to $70.79; and Manitoba, down
2.4 per cent to $70.82.
In terms of performance according
to property size, property type and

price level (see Exhibit 2), increases
in occupancy rate were more or less
similar regardless of property size.
But actual occupancy was highest in
properties with more than 500 rooms
(69.6 per cent) and lowest in properties with less than 50 rooms (51.7 per
cent). Resort and suite hotels enjoyed
a 1.5-point increase in occupancies
to 54.2 per cent and 70.4 per cent
respectively. Limited-service properties were up 1.1 points to 59.4 per
cent and full-service properties were
up 0.8 points to 65.0 per cent. In
accordance with price levels, upscale
properties advanced 0.5 points to
66.9 per cent, mid-price up 1.4 points
to 62.5 per cent, and budget up 0.6
points to 54.7 per cent.
ADR advanced most for hotels
with more than 500 rooms to $172.67
and was the lowest for properties with

EXHIBIT 2

OCCUPANCY, ADR
By property size, property type and price level, Canada 2012 to 2013
 	
 	

Occupancy
2013
2012

**Point
Change

2013

ADR	 
2012

Variance

PROPERTY SIZE	 	 	 	 	 	 
Less than 50 rooms
51.7%
50.9%
0.8
$100.19
$98.75
1.5%
50 to 75 rooms
58.1%
57.1%
1.0
$106.45
$103.92
2.4%
76 to 125 rooms
61.5%
60.2%
1.3
$120.15
$116.90
2.8%
126 to 200 rooms
63.2%
62.1%
1.1
$124.13
$121.83
1.9%
201 to 500 rooms
64.9%
64.0%
0.9
$147.32
$143.45
2.7%
More than 500 rooms 69.6%
69.0%
0.6
$172.67
$167.73
2.9%
TOTAL
62.8%
61.9%
1.0
$132.53
$129.64
2.2%
 	
PROPERTY TYPE	 	 	 	 	 	 
Limited-service
59.4%
58.3%
1.1
$107.32
$104.54
2.7%
Full-service
65.0%
64.2%
0.8
$138.46
$135.25
2.4%
Suite Hotel
70.4%
68.9%
1.5
$140.05
$137.15
2.1%
Resort
54.2%
52.7%
1.5
$193.23
$189.03
2.2%
TOTAL
62.8%
61.9%
1.0
$132.53
$129.64
2.2% 	
 	 	 	 	 	 
PRICE LEVEL	 	 	 	 	 	 
Budget
54.7%
54.1%
0.6
$94.03
$91.70
2.6%
Mid-price
62.5%
61.1%
1.4
$119.46
$116.92
2.2%
Upscale
66.9%
66.4%
0.5
$167.74
$163.26
2.7%
TOTAL
62.8%
61.9%
1.0
$132.53
$129.64
2.2%
 	 	 	 	 	 	 
Based on the operating results of 219,488 rooms (unweighted data).
** Please note that the variance between current and previous year occupancy
is reported as a point change and not as a percentage variance.
SOURCE: PKF CONSULTING INC.
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EXHIBIT 3								

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN SUPPLY, DEMAND
AND OCCUPANCY RATES (2008 to 2013)
 	
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013 	
 	 	 	 	 	 
Occupancy Rate
63.4%
58.3%
60.2%
61.1%
61.8%
62.9%
Point Change
-5.1
1.9
0.9
0.7
1.1
Supply (# rooms)*
356,525 363,150 367,760 371,951 374,381 376,483
% Change
1.9%
1.3%
1.1%
0.7%
0.6%
Average Demand Per Day
226,037
211,716 221,392 227,262 231,367 236,808
% Change
-6.3%
4.6%
2.7%
1.8%
2.4% 	
 	 	 	 	 	 
* The national supply results are based on year-round properties with 30 or more rooms.
SOURCE: PKF CONSULTING INC.

less than 50 rooms, up 1.5 per cent to
$100.19. With reference to property
type, limited-service properties grew
ADR by 2.7 per cent to $107.32; fullservice by 2.4 per cent to $138.46;
suite hotels by 2.1 per cent to
$140.05; and resorts by 2.2 per cent
to $193.23. As might be expected,
upscale properties had the highest
ADR at $167.74, up 2.7 per cent,
followed by mid-price at $119.46, up
2.2 per cent, and budget at $94.03, up
2.6 per cent.
Growth in the demand for rooms
is not always evident until it’s
compared to the growth in supply.
Exhibit 3 provides a snapshot from
2008 to 2013. While the supply in
the number of rooms (year-round
properties with 30 or more rooms)
has increased every year, only 2,100
rooms came onto the market in 2013,
representing an increase of 0.6 per
cent, the lowest rate of growth during
each of the years. Demand for rooms,
however, has been increasing since

the disastrous falloff in 2009. Average
demand per day in 2013 reached
236,808 rooms, a 2.4-per-cent
increase from 2012.
Exhibit 4 shows there were
86.4-million room nights sold during
2013, representing a 2.3-per-cent
increase over 2012. Translated into dollars, room revenues for
2013 amounted to $11.45 billion, a
4.8-per-cent increase from 2012.
THE BOTTOM LINE

Continued growth of supply and
demand for hotel rooms across
Canada is a positive sign, though
when viewed in comparison to
tourism’s potential, the outlook
becomes somewhat questionable. Everyone wants to intensify
our national, regional and local
exposure marketing, but it’s getting
more difficult. The dollars are not
available, and today’s economic,
social and political challenges are
more complex.

While TIAC and HAC are building the case for tourism in terms of
its contribution to trade, far more
has to be done to spur growth. The
challenge is surmountable but only
if the power to wow is taken more
seriously by everyone concerned with
community and destination development. Hoteliers have no choice
but to intensify the value-creation
process, especially through more
meaningful differentiation. This
requires a more pronounced focus
on discerning customer requirements
as well as providing more personalized offerings and meaningful touchpoints. By doing so, hoteliers will
enjoy greater flexibility in pricing
and more opportunities to build
profitable net revenues.
As tourism in Canada starts to
reach its renaissance, more investment in hotels is likely. With supply
increasing to meet the demand,
however, nobody can afford to rest
on their laurels. Competition will
continue to intensify, so operators will have to get smarter, more
innovative and more collaborative.
In other words, there are no alternatives but to wow the cutomer and
stem the flow of visitors seduced by
other destinations. u
Michael Haywood
is president of The
Haywood Group, a
Quebec-based tourism/
hospitality consultancy.
He can be reached at
michael.haywood@
sympatico.ca.

EXHIBIT 4

									
LODGING DEMAND (2008 to 2013)				
						
								
2008 % Change
		
ROOM NIGHTS
82.50
-

2009 % Change

2010

77.28

-6.3%

80.81

REVENUES

$9.66

-10.6%

$10.31

(Millions)

($ Billions)

$10.81

-

% Change

2011

% Change

2012

4.6%

82.92

2.6%

84.45

6.7%

$10.53

2.2%

$10.93

% Change

2013

% Change

1.8%

86.39

2.3%

3.8%

$11.45

4.8%

NOTE: Revenues (Room Nights X ADR)
SOURCE: PKF CONSULTING INC.
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NATIONAL
MARKET
OUTLOOK

FULL-SERVICE HOTELS

BY PKF CONSULTING INC.

In recent years, the Canadian accommodation industry has been bolstered
by the booming resource-based
markets throughout the country.
Although cyclical in nature, the
strength of the Canadian accommodation industry has remained
tied to the nation’s overall economic performance. In 2012, national
RevPAR increased by 3.1 per cent,
driven by strong rate and demand
growth. RevPAR increased by a
further 4.2 per cent in 2013, as
demand growth drove occupancy up
by 2.4 points and ADR increased by
2.4 per cent — the strongest ADR
growth since 2008.
This year saw some markets, such
as Regina and Winnipeg, experience a considerable influx of supply,
while some of the downtown markets,
including Montreal and Edmonton,
saw a number of closures, resulting in
limited supply growth nationally, at
only 0.6 per cent.
Moving into the year, our expectation for 2014 was for continued
sustainable growth. But as we sit
halfway through the year, demand
is currently outpacing supply, while
both occupancy and ADR are
tracking above where they were in
2013. These trends are expected to
continue throughout the latter half
of the year and lead to a year-end
occupancy of 64 per cent. Inflationary
levels of rate growth will result in
a year-end increase in RevPAR of
4.6 per cent.

In 2013, occupancy for full-service
hotel properties increased by one
point as a result of a 1.9-per-cent
increase in demand, while supply
growth was limited to 0.5 per cent.
ADR improved by $3 to $138, and
RevPAR rose by $3 to $90.
Another 1,100+ rooms are expected to enter the full-service segment
in 2014, increasing supply by approximately 0.1 per cent. With some
demand growth, occupancy levels
are projected to increase to 67 per
cent. This segment is expected to
drive ADR growth by another 3.0 per
cent to $143. As a result, RevPAR is
projected to increase by $5 to $95.
FULL-SERVICE HOTELS
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

63% 64% 64% 65% 67%
$133 $133 $135 $138 $143
$84 $85 $87 $90 $95

LIMITED-SERVICE HOTELS

As anticipated, industry performance
of limited-service hotels continued to
improve in 2013, with a 5.0-per-cent
increase in RevPAR, resulting in
RevPAR reaching $64. Modest supply
growth and increased demand led
to a one-point increase in occupancy between 2012 and 2013. ADR
also improved by $3 to reach $107
in 2013.
For 2014, the limited-service
segment shows indications of
continued improvement, as
RevPAR is expected to experience growth of 4.0 per cent to $66.
ADR is forecast to improve by 2.5
per cent to $110, while occupancy
is forecast to be up one point to
60 per cent.

NATIONAL
		

		

Overall, Canada’s major urban
markets are projected to see reasonable RevPAR growth in 2014.
However, Vancouver, Niagara Falls,
Ont., Edmonton, Toronto, Ottawa,
Montreal and Quebec City will be on
the upside, while Regina, St. John’s,
N.L., Winnipeg and Calgary will be
on the downside.
VANCOUVER

Metro Vancouver’s economy is growing
at a steady rate, having outpaced the
growth rates of the country every year
since 2009. The economy expanded
2.5 per cent in 2013, primarily related to wholesale and trade activity.
During 2013, the construction sector
contracted, however, a rebound is
projected for 2014. The construction
sector is anticipated to grow with
the $208-million expansion of the
Pacific National Exhibition land, the
$30-million PacificLink Industrial
Park and the continued construction
of the Evergreen SkyTrain Line, the
Vancouver International Airport
expansion and the Port of Vancouver Terminal expansion. In addition,
there is more than one-million sq. ft.
of office space in downtown Vancouver under construction. Year-to-date
2014 hotel market performance
has rebounded following a dismal
first quarter of 2013. Bolstered by a
strong conference season thus far and
a positive pace report coming from
the Vancouver Convention Centre,
the remainder of 2014 and 2015 are
projected to be good years for the
local accommodation sector.
VANCOUVER

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

LIMITED-SERVICE HOTELS
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

MAJOR
MARKET
OUTLOOKS

60% 61% 62% 63% 64%
$128 $127 $129 $133 $136
$77 $78 $80 $83 $87
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Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

		
2013

2014

		

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

56% 57% 58% 59% 60%
$101 $101 $104 $107 $110
$56 $58 $61 $64 $66

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

68% 67% 67% 69% 72%
$147 $137 $135 $138 $144
$100 $92 $91 $96 $103
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CALGARY

Calgary’s economic growth continues
almost unabated, with construction activity in both the residential
and non-residential sectors moving
forward at a strong pace in 2014. Oiland gas-related activity dominates
economic growth within Calgary,
and with oil prices remaining at their
current levels, output continues to be
healthy. The pace of accommodation
demand growth has been tempered
somewhat in 2014 due to some
oil-sands projects and other oil- and
gas-infrastructure projects with large
capital budgets that have either been
delayed or cancelled.
There will be a significant increase
in new guestrooms in Calgary in
2014, with supply growth at 5.0
per cent. This will help accommodate more demand during the peak
weeknights. New rooms are being
developed in the airport/northeast
market, the south market and in
the northwest. The supply growth
in 2014 is projected to outpace
projected demand growth of 2.0 per
cent, resulting in overall occupancy
of 71 per cent for the year, compared
with 73 per cent in 2013. However,
the total number of citywide occupied
rooms for 2014 will be higher than for
2013, reflecting the positive economic performance in Calgary.
Despite the increasing competitive
supply, the majority of operators in
Calgary are still aggressively pricing
their properties and are generating
increases in ADR.
CALGARY
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

64% 67% 71% 73% 71%
$143 $145 $156 $162 $167
$92 $97 $110 $118 $118

EDMONTON

As the provincial capital and gateway
to numerous oil and gas projects in
Northern Alberta, Edmonton will
continue to benefit from strong ties
32
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to infrastructure and manufacturing
activities in 2014 and beyond.
There will be a significant number
of new rooms opening and reopening in Edmonton in 2014, including properties located in the Leduc/
Nisku market and the new hotel
that recently opened at the International Airport. In addition, the
former Mayfield Hotel has reopened
as a DoubleTree branded property,
after being closed for much of 2013
to undergo the transformation. Total
supply growth of 2.0 per cent is
projected for the Edmonton market
in 2014. The change in total supply
includes the impact of the closure of
the former Coast Edmonton House
Hotel downtown.

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

REGINA
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

68% 72% 73% 75% 67%
$120 $121 $125 $133 $136
$81 $87 $91 $100 $91

SASKATOON

EDMONTON
		

2013 to finish the year at $133.
Market supply in 2014 is forecast to
increase by a robust 14 per cent (which
includes the impact of the re-opening of the Regina Inn as a DoubleTree hotel). Based on year-to-date
performance, it’s expected market
demand will improve by a modest 1.0
per cent, resulting in a notable drop in
occupancy to 67 per cent.

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

62% 62% 67% 70% 70%
$120 $119 $122 $127 $133
$74 $74 $81 $89 $93

REGINA

Demand growth in the Regina
accommodation market averaged
approximately 2.0 per cent annually
between 2010 and 2013, fuelled by
the mining, manufacturing and oil
and natural gas sectors as well as by
changes in accommodation supply,
including the temporary closure of
the 235-room Regina Inn Hotel &
Conference Centre in 2013. That
hotel closure, coupled with a moderate gain of less than 1.0 per cent in
demand, led to a two-point gain in
market occupancy to reach 75 per
cent in 2013. Despite the occurrence
of several notable citywide events in
2013, such as the CFL’s Grey Cup and
the Juno Awards, demand growth was
moderate, likely attributed in part to
the lack of capacity on peak nights
due to the Regina Inn’s closure.
Looking back, the market’s average
daily rate has been on the rise,
increasing each year, including an
exceptional 7.0-per-cent increase in

The Saskatoon accommodation
market has recovered from the
economic downturn in 2009 with
four successive years of positive
demand growth since 2010. Overall
market occupancy dipped in 2011
and remained flat in 2012, as a
function of new supply in the market.
In 2013, the market experienced
a 1.0-per-cent gain in demand,
however, this was offset by a greater increase in market supply, translating to a one-point overall decline
in market occupancy to 73 per cent.
ADR for the Saskatoon market has
increased year over year, coinciding
with gains in overall demand.
Recent economic forecasts for
the province suggest a drop in the
production and price of potash
in 2014, which has led to a more
subdued GDP growth forecast of 2.0
per cent, down from 4.0 per cent in
2013 (Conference Board of Canada).
The change in economic performance is impacting the Saskatoon
accommodation market as demand is
off pace relative to the same period in
2013. As a result, it is projected that
by year end, market demand will be
flat relative to 2013.
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SASKATOON
		

		

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

76% 74% 74% 73% 71%
$131 $133 $140 $146 $146
$99 $98 $104 $106 $104

WINNIPEG

The Winnipeg accommodation sector
has experienced fluctuating levels
of market occupancy over the past
few years. In 2011, many Manitoba
residents were impacted by major
floods and were forced to evacuate
their homes, which resulted in a
bump up in accommodation demand
that year, followed by a decline in
2012, given the one-time impact
of that demand. Combined with a
3.0-per-cent increase in supply in
2012, market occupancy dropped to
66 per cent. Despite a modest gain
in overall demand in 2013, supply
growth (6.0 per cent) outpaced
demand growth leading to a further
drop in occupancy to 63 per cent. In
contrast to the fluctuations in market
demand in the past few years, market
ADR steadily improved each year. In
2013, ADR was $122, roughly 2.0 per
cent ahead of 2012.
In 2014, market supply is forecast
to grow by about 5.0 per cent, while
demand is projected to remain flat
relative to 2013 based on performance in the first half of the year.
As a result, the Winnipeg market
occupancy is forecast to decrease.
WINNIPEG
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

68% 70% 66% 63% 60%
$117 $118 $120 $122 $125
$79 $82 $79 $77 $75

TORONTO

After posting growth of 2.4 per cent
in 2012, Toronto’s accommodation
sector saw RevPAR improve by 5.2
per cent to $91 in 2013. Gains were
realized in both occupancy and ADR
hoteliermagazine.com

last year, with the market supported by strong increases in demand,
coupled with low supply growth.
For Toronto, demand levels in
2014 are forecast to improve by 3.0
per cent based on strong economic
indicators and solid demand from
all segments. Major events such as
World Pride and large citywides —
such as test sporting events for the
pending Pan Am Games — will help
to support the increases in demand
this year. Supply growth is expected
to continue to be minimal, which
will allow occupancy to improve by
two percentage points to 70 per cent.
The strong demand growth and solid
pricing within Toronto’s luxury room
product should help to continue to
drive rate growth of 3.0 per cent, with
ADR forecast to improve by $4 to
$138 in 2014. While ADR growth
will be in excess of 4.0 per cent in the
downtown market, this will be offset by
more modest ADR growth in the 2.5to 3.0-per-cent range in the suburban
markets. The growth in occupancy and
ADR is projected to improve RevPAR
by $5 to $96 in 2014, an increase of
close to 5.5 per cent.

NIAGARA FALLS

TORONTO

OTTAWA

		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

66% 66% 66% 68% 70%
$127 $128 $130 $134 $138
$84 $84 $86 $91 $96

		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

56% 55% 59% 59% 61%
$131 $128 $130 $133 $138
$73 $71 $77 $78 $84

OTTAWA

In 2013, the Ottawa market experienced a decline in demand of 2.0 per
cent due to the impact of the federal
government’s fiscal-restraint measures,
which impacted all demand segments.
With little change in supply, occupancy fell two points to 68 per cent. The
softness in demand restricted rate
growth with ADR falling $1 to $140.
Market RevPAR declined by 2.0 per
cent to $96 in 2013.
The forecast for 2014 reflects a loss
of more than 500 rooms in inventory, due to closures and conversions
of properties to alternative uses. The
majority of the change in supply is in
the downtown area.
As a result of the decrease in supply
of 5.0 per cent, and demand decreasing by 2.0 per cent, occupancy in the
market will improve.

		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

68% 71% 70% 68% 70%
$133 $136 $141 $140 $142
$90 $96 $98 $96 $100

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.

MONTREAL

In 2013, both supply and demand
in the Niagara Falls, Ont., market
remained relatively flat to 2012 levels.
The forecast for 2014 reflects the
robust start to the year with strong
meeting and convention business both
on a citywide and self-contained basis.
In addition, there has been improved
demand from the leisure segment,
with operators indicating that they are
seeing an increase in U.S. travellers.
With no supply growth projected for
2014, and strong demand indicators,
occupancy is expected to improve.

Montreal has realized soft economic
growth in recent years. Real GDP
rose only 1.7 per cent in 2013, the
slowest since 2009 and the third
straight year of expansion below 2.0
per cent. That said, the Montreal
market realized a two-point gain in
occupancy in 2013 to 67 per cent,
with ADR growth of 3.0 per cent
to $140. Consequently, RevPAR
increased by $5 or 6.0 per cent to
$93 last year. Last year’s improved
performance was in part due to
demand growth, with occupied room
SEPTEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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nights up 2.0 per cent. However, the
improved occupancy levels were
also supported by a decrease in
supply, with available room nights
realizing the third year of reduction due to the closure of downtown
hotels for conversions.
While the economy is projected
to realize marginally better performance in 2014, demand growth is
expected to decline this year. The
lower projected volume of room
nights is due in part to the impact of
continued hotel closures downtown.
The loss in room night availability will continue to impact the
market in 2014 with a 3.0-per-cent
reduction in supply anticipated.
MONTREAL
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

63% 66% 65% 67% 68%
$134 $136 $136 $140 $143
$85 $90 $88 $93 $97

QUEBEC CITY

Quebec City has been on a strong
recovery curve since 2010, with GDP
growth between 1.2 per cent and 2.6
per cent per annum. Major projects in
the city include the expansions of the
Port of Quebec and the Jean Lesage
International Airport, which are both
large contributors to the positive
economic growth. In 2013, the
airport saw a 9.9-per-cent increase
in passenger volume, and there is an
additional $225 million allocated to
the airport expansion between 2014
and 2015. In May 2014, the Quebec
City Convention Centre completed
a $36-million expansion, increasing
meeting space by 73,078 sq. ft. In
addition, the city is currently building
a new arena that is projected to open
in 2015 with the intention of attracting a National Hockey League team.
The Quebec City census metropolitan area’s economy is expected
to have continued growth in the
foreseeable future, following growth
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W I T H
S L E E P
I N N®
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of 2.5 per cent in 2013.
There was some softening in room
demand in 2013, primarily as a result
of the $75-million renovation at the
Fairmont Le Château Frontenac,
which caused a decline of approximately 25,000 occupied room nights
from the previous year. ADR has
grown at inflationary levels, and this
remains the outlook for the next few
years. The tourism market, which is
highly seasonal, has experienced a
steady return of U.S. travel over the
past year, according to operators. The
added capacity of new hotel supply,
the expansion of the convention
centre and the refurbishment of the
Château Frontenac should allow the
accommodation sector to continue
growing in the short- to midterm.
QUEBEC CITY
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

61% 61% 62% 60% 62%
$138 $143 $146 $143 $146
$84 $87 $90 $86 $90

HALIFAX/DARTMOUTH, N.S.

The Greater Halifax Area experienced healthy economic growth in
2013, bolstered by development in
the utilities and resource sector. The
tourism sector also had a good year
with overnight visitation to Halifax
up 2.6 per cent after contracting by
0.6 per cent in 2012. However, the
positive economic activity, coupled
with a 1.0-per-cent growth in hotel
supply, did not translate into increased
occupancy levels with overall occupancy declining by one point to 63 per
cent. ADR also dropped by $1 to
$125, which, combined with the
decrease in occupancy, produced a
RevPAR of $79, a decrease of just
more than 2.0 per cent compared
to 2012. Hotels in the city haven’t
seen the positive effects of the various
shipbuilding contracts, which will
ramp up over the next few years.
In 2014, supply is projected to
increase by 6.0 per cent, outpacing
hoteliermagazine.com

demand growth at 4.0 per cent.
Based on the strength of the resource sector, the
ramping up of large shipbuilding contracts and construction of the new convention centre, the outlook for
Halifax is promising. Evidenced by the projected
6.0-per-cent supply growth in 2014, the accommodation
sector is also ramping up to take full advantage of the
positive economic momentum in the city.
HALIFAX/DARTMOUTH
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

2011

2012

.
2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

64% 63% 64% 63% 62%
$124 $125 $126 $125 $128
$80 $79 $81 $79 $79

ST. JOHN’S, N.L.

St. John’s, N.L., is primarily a natural resource-based
economy. After contracting in 2012, the St. John’s
economy recovered in 2013, posting healthy GDP
growth of 6.0 per cent. Over the next two years the
strength of oil and gas is expected to offset declines in
construction when the Long Harbour hydromet nickel
processing plant is complete. As a result, in 2014 and
2015, the St. John’s economy is expected to expand at
a more modest pace of 1.7 per cent and 2.1 per cent
respectively.
Fuelled by healthy economic growth in 2013, the
hotel sector in St. John’s also improved its performance.
With the return of oil and gas activity to the city,
demand grew by 1.6 per cent, while supply contracted
by 1.3 per cent with the closures of two hotels in the
market. As a result, occupancy grew by 2.6 points to 76
per cent in 2013. Capitalizing on the positive supply
and demand conditions in the area, hotel operators were
able to increase average daily rates in St. John’s, resulting in 3.3-per-cent ADR growth in 2013.
In 2014, the city will see the full impact of the recent
hotel openings with supply projected to increase by 8.2
per cent this year. Compounding the effect of supply
growth, overall demand is projected to decline by 2.0
per cent in 2014 with the winding down of the Long
Harbour construction project. u
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ST. JOHN’S
		

		

Occupancy
ADR
RevPAR

2010

.
2011

2012

2013

2014

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL PKF(F)

70% 72% 74% 76% 69%
$133 $140 $144 $149 $153
$94 $101 $106 $113 $106
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RENO
REFIT
From lobby to roof,
hoteliers upgrade their
properties through
a cyclical pattern
of renovations
BY LINDSAY FORSEY

PHOTO: DREAMSTIME.COM

T

here’s something cathartic about smashing a
wall to bits. If you’ve
ever watched a TV show
about renovations, you’ve
likely witnessed the happiness on
a homeowner’s face as they wallop
a sledgehammer around in an old
bathroom, kitchen or bedroom. The
art of demolition can be both physically and emotionally invigorating
but, let’s get real, it’s a ton of work.
Now, take that domestic project
and multiply it by 50, 100 or 200
rooms. When a hotel team embarks
on major renovations, it’s a massive
endeavour; a collaboration of designers, project managers, contractors and
trades people, along with hotel staff,

hoteliermagazine.com

working together to create a new
space and a new feeling for its clients.
Much the same as a home renovation, the results can bring new life
and big smiles to a property’s staff
and guests.
Unlike refurbishing, which might
include new linens and a fresh coat of
paint, a major renovation is a serious,
sledgehammer-worthy undertaking and hoteliers need to consider
how the process will affect the guest
experience. Last year, the Radisson
Suite Hotel Halifax went full-tilt,
undergoing a complete overhaul.
When it was purchased by Mississauga, Ont.-based Manga Hotels in
mid-2012, the 104-room property
hadn’t seen an update in nearly 15

years. “The hotel was stripped down
to its shell and rebuilt on the inside,
from our pool level on the bottom
up to the roof,” says David Clark,
GM. The $7.5-million renovation
shut down the property for several
months — from mid-January to May
2013 — to keep the project on track
for completion by peak season this
past summer.
“It was a tough decision to close,
but it was the right one,” Clark says.
“There was so much going on, it
would’ve been impossible to have
guests on site. When you close, your
guests go to your competitors, and
you have to win them back when
you reopen.” In this case, many loyal
corporate clients returned, and special
SEPTEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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NAME CHANGER The Radisson Suite Hotel
Halifax is converting to The Hollis Halifax, a
DoubleTree Suites by Hilton Hotel, this month
following a $7.5-million overhaul. Guestrooms
and suites (above and at left) were outfitted with
new finishes, while the lobby (below and at left)
received modern lounge areas; The Royal
York guestrooms were some of the first areas to
be renovated at the Toronto hotel (bottom, right)

BEFORE

reopening promotions enticed other
visitors back to the newly revamped
hotel. The renovation included the
addition of 16 suites, a spectacular
modern lobby and all-new fittings,
from drywall and wiring to bathroom
and bedroom accoutrements to televisions and teapots. “The response has
been fantastic,” enthuses Clark. “The
change is so dramatic that guests
who’ve stayed here in the past don’t
recognize the hotel. People are taken
aback by the transformation.”
The hotel will undergo another
transformation of sorts this month,
38
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when it’s converted from a Radisson
property to The Hollis Halifax, a
DoubleTree Suites by Hilton Hotel.
Clark is excited about the shift and
is already looking forward to future
renovation plans. “Many hotels in
Halifax are in the process of renovating now. You need to stay current
and keep up with the competition,”
he explains. In three years, Clark
envisions new wall coverings, draperies and other high wear-and-tear
textiles, followed by replacing hard
goods, such as televisions, in five
years. “In 10 years, we’ll likely be

looking at more major renovations,
but I don’t expect to see us stripping
the hotel down to the bones again,”
he adds. “If you maintain your property
well, you don’t get to that point.”
Toronto’s Fairmont Royal York
hotel is a prime example of a property
that’s been beautifully maintained.
The 85-year-old icon remains one of
the city’s most popular and luxurious properties, despite the recent
appearance of several posh brands in
the city, such as The Ritz-Carlton,
Trump, Four Seasons and Shangri-La.
Currently in the midst of major
renovations, the Royal York remains
open for business. “Our operations
teams are very focused on delivering
the same luxury service to our guests
no matter what,” says Edwin Frizzell,
GM and regional VP. “We’ve tailored
the renovation schedule to ensure a
seamless experience. It’s important
to discuss time management with
project leaders, operational leaders,
our director of housekeeping and
others to make sure all voices are
heard, because what works for one
doesn’t always work for the others.”
The $150-million renewal is all
encompassing. Nearly 400 rooms are
closed for renovations, while this past
spring, more than 200 newly renovated luxury rooms on the seventh and
eighth floors reopened to guests. By
next spring, 900 of the 1,300 rooms
will be complete and work will begin
on arrival areas, restaurant and
lounge spaces, meeting rooms and
ballrooms, with all phases finalized by
spring 2016. “You have to consider
the way noise travels and how you’re
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TRENDS
RENOVATION 101
Randa Tukan, SVP and global director of
Hospitality at the global design firm HOK,
shares her reno know-how from
her office in Toronto.
When is it time to renovate?
RANDA TUKAN: If things are falling
apart, or you feel like you’re in a time
warp, it’s time. On a more subtle level, if
you feel out of sync with your surrounding environment, it might be time to
reflect and rethink.
What are the latest design trends?
RT: Renovations are less about colours
and more about trends in guest behaviour. We see more creative room layouts
— something as simple as a bed that
faces the window. Cookie-cutter design
is also gone. People want new experiences. Wireless technology is a must,
and integration needs to be seamless.
How do you design for longevity?
RT: Think about how people interact at
work, at school, in health care and other
environments, and then cater to those
needs. Use furniture that can move and
come together for a quick meeting; imagine the lobby as a shared workspace.
People want flexibility.
How do you appeal to
a broad customer base?
RT: It’s less about demographics and
more about human behaviour. Declutter,
consider the story of your space rather
than the colour of the curtains, and look
for universal solutions that go beyond
specific ages. When designing a workspace, for example, bring the power
source up near the tabletop and build
something to hold paraphernalia, such
as brochures, off of the desk. Create a
functional space. That solution appeals
to everyone.
How do you distribute
renovation dollars?
RT: Always start with a master plan as
though money were no object, and
consider the best use for each space.
Then look at the pros and cons, prioritize
and bring your budget into reality.
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BRAND POWER The $45-million
Comfort Inn Revitalization Program will
go into effect at 58 hotels by year end. The
Comfort Inn Cambridge, in Ontario, was
one of the first properties to benefit from this
comprehensive brand refresh

BEFORE

BEFORE

going to remove debris,” advises
Frizzell, who’s worked on a number
of renovation projects at different
hotels throughout his career. “All
of that must be planned long before
you start the work. Often, we’ll
build a model room and go through
a complete renovation exercise so
we can find out about anything that
might surprise us. If you fail to plan,
you should plan to fail.”
Reduced inventory at the hotel
has increased demand, and average
room rates have been higher than

Frizzell anticipated. “When you
invest in your property, and make
these major improvements, guests
are willing to pay more,” he says.
The long-time hotelier explains that
renovations at the historic Royal
York aren’t about keeping up with the
Joneses. “Many lovely new luxury
hotels have come to Toronto, but
we’re keeping the classic, iconic
style that has stood the test of time,”
he says. “This renovation will move
us into the next era.”
Renovating a hotel requires
SEPTEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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Comfort Inn Cambridge in Ontario

diligent planning, precise time
management and the ultimate
attention to detail, so imagine the
coordination involved in refreshing
an entire brand. In September 2013,
Mississauga, Ont.-based Westmont
Hospitality Group began its Comfort
Inn Revitalization Program, an
estimated $45-million investment,
which includes a full renovation of 58
hotels by the end of 2014. Guestrooms

have been kitted out with new carpeting, wall vinyl, draperies, lighting
fixtures, artwork, furniture, mattresses
and bedding, as well as flat-screen
televisions, ergonomic workspaces,
refrigerators and microwaves. The
bathroom redesign includes granitetop vanities with new sinks, faucets,
mirrors, lights, tiles and showerheads.
Lobbies, business areas, corridors and
stairwells are being renovated, too,
along with exterior enhancements,
such as outdoor lighting, landscaping
and patios.
“One of the biggest challenges is
meeting our timelines,” says Tony
Ventresca, Westmont’s senior director
of Operations for Western Canada
and Ontario. “From an operations’
standpoint, our teams want their
properties back so they can start
selling again and meet their targets.”
During renovations, properties
generally schedule about a month of

reduced operations. “There are a lot
of moving parts,” Ventresca explains.
“Project managers, asset managers
and general managers are all involved
from the planning stage. There are
different focuses and budgets at each
property, and once the renovations
are complete the GM oversees the
relaunch program.”
Westmont’s renovation budgets
range from $400,000 to $800,000
per property. The Comfort Inn
Winnipeg South, for example, was
completely remodelled at a cost of
about $600,000. Westmont’s Comfort
Inn revitalization also includes a
new complimentary hot-breakfast
program, served in new, dedicated
breakfast rooms, of course.“There’s
aggressive competition these days,
especially in the limited-service
environment, and we’re doing everything we can to win loyalty with our
guests,” Ventresca says. u
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DECOR & DESIGN

WASHROOMS
THAT

IMPRESS
The right design details can
make a hotel bathroom shine
BY LISA VAN DE VEN

WHOEVER SAID
“DESIGN IS IN THE
DETAILS” may have had

42
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RUB-A-DUB-DUB
Splashy, modern bathroom
design can be achieved by investing in free-standing baths and
basins, transparent, spa-like
showers and nature-inspired
wood accents

PHOTOS: DREAMSTIME.COM

hotel bathrooms in mind. After
all, it’s those details that can
set a bathroom apart, creating
luxury at any hotel, from budget
to high-end. Such a space can
impact guests’ overall impression
as much as the bedrooms, leading
to bad experiences that discourage loyalty or wowing them and
ensuring return business.
Just ask the design team at
Munge Leung. The Torontobased designers have been tasked
with recreating hotel spaces
across the continent, including
the Rosewood Hotel Georgia in
Vancouver and the Thompson
Seattle, slated to open in 2016.
“Guests have an expectation for
the bathrooms to be memorable
and luxurious,” the team said in
a statement. “Today’s hotels are
offering that through high-end
materials, fixtures and art, and
are increasing the size of the

bathrooms to create a sense of
grandeur and exclusivity.”
And the bathrooms at the
Hotel Elan in Calgary embody
that. The hotel — which opened
in 2013, with 61 rooms and
suites — has bathrooms with
features that range from heated
floors and toilet seats to highend, user-friendly thermostatic
faucets, oversized showers as well
as rain and hand-held showerheads. Even the bathtubs light
up in an array of colours — an
ode to chromotherapy, which
is purported to balance energy.
The hotel’s bathrooms feature
a contemporary style, complete
with wood vanities, alongside
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helping
you
pamper
your
guests

From in-room amenities, foodservice
disposables, housekeeping products and
more, we’ll ensure your guests have an
enjoyable and comfortable stay.

Unisource and xpedx recently merged
to form Veritiv™ — a new company
leading the way in facility supplies.
To learn more, visit veritivcorp.com
© 2014 Veritiv Corporation. All rights reserved.

dark quartz countertops,
Concord, Ont.-based
Rubinet plumbing fixtures
and soaps and shampoos by
Phoenix-based Philosophy.
In a market where today’s
consumers hunger for the
best of the best, the one-ofa-kind luxurious details in
bathrooms such as these
make them special.
“We wanted to go for
clean and modern, giving
a lot of thought towards
amenities that you may find
in one or two hotels when
you’re travelling and think,
‘That’s really nice,’” says
Brian Webb, director of
Hotel Elan Ltd. So, Webb
and his team at Hotel
Elan focused on getting
every detail right, from the
enhanced soundproofing
to a dedicated Wi-Fi feed
in each room. But, amidst
all of that, it’s the heated
toilet seats that have
received some of the most
exuberant guest responses.
“On a cost basis it wasn’t
one of the more expensive
things we did, but it was
one of the better things we
did, because people really
appreciate it,” adds Webb.
But, it doesn’t only
take heated toilet seats
to impress. Take Vancouver’s Victorian Hotel — a
heritage building originally
constructed in 1898 — as
an example. In addition
to private bathrooms, the
47-room boutique hotel
offers six bathrooms that
are shared between 18
guestrooms. It’s not only a
popular option, especially
with budget-oriented
travellers, but it’s part of
the building’s original
design, which husband and
wife co-owners Miriam and

GAME OF THRONES Calgary’s Hotel Elan
channels inspiration from across the globe to create
a calming bathroom retreat (top); clean and uncluttered elements help carry the heritage Victorian
Hotel, Vancouver, into the future (above)

Andrew Mowat didn’t want
to alter structurally, partly
out of respect for Vancouver’s heritage regulations.
The bathrooms hadn’t
been updated in five
years, and hadn’t been
fully redesigned in 10, so
Miriam decided to take on
the renovation this year.
“Everything was chosen to
maximize cleanliness and
hoteliermagazine.com
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LAVISH LOOS Televisions

create a space where guests
really feel comfortable,”
she explains. Cleanliness
is a concern in any hotel
bathroom, but in shared
bathrooms it’s even more
important. With that in
mind, Miriam replaced
the original bathtubs with
glass-enclosed showers and
introduced easy-to-clean
porcelain tiles in a large
format that reduced grout
lines.
She also opted for a
clean-lined contemporary design that would
juxtapose with the hotel’s
historic feel, using a neutral
but high-contrast colour
palette that includes dark
smoked walnut vanities,
white manufactured stone
countertops (also easy to
clean) and Kohler, Wis.based Kohler undermount
sinks and toilets, along
with PuraVida sink faucets
from Alpharetta, Ga.-based
Hansgrohe USA. “We
chose high-end fixtures but
ones that weren’t over the
top — that had functionality and would last, because
these bathrooms are well
hoteliermagazine.com

concealed within a mirror,
dramatic free-standing tubs,
stunning marble and natural
stone walls — in luxury hotels,
bathroom trends are becoming what interior designer
Kelly Cray calls “opulent and
elegant.” But bathrooms that
“wow” are just as important
in budget and mid-scale
hotels, says the principal with
Toronto-based Union31, which
has designed hotels around
the world, including the Hilton
Toronto/Markham Suites
Conference Centre & Spa in
Ontario and The Landings St.
Lucia in the Caribbean.
And there is demand in
markets that offer a sense of
luxury without a hefty dollar
investment. Large-scale porcelain tiles that mimic the look
of natural stone at a more
affordable price have become
popular, as have built-in vanities. Glazed walls and glass
doors are also stylish, as they
add a dramatic flair and allow
in natural light. “Natural light is
always good,” Cray explains.
“And a lot of the time these
rooms are rather compact,
so having the glazed portion
and visibility through the living
space into the bathroom will
help it feel larger.”
Colour can also help
achieve a high-end look, but
trends today vary, with differences based on location and
target market. “I tend to keep
it light and neutral myself,
because people have chaotic
lives,” the designer adds. “I
want a zen, spa-like feel.”

used,” Miriam says. “We
were within a budget, but
we were still able to obtain
a luxe, modern look.”
Miriam budgeted
approximately $5,000 per
bathroom and launched
the project during the
slower January and February

DECOR & DESIGN
months with the help of
trusted local trades people.
“An experienced tile-setter
was especially important,”
she says. “You really have
to have that when you’re
working with large-scale
tiles, especially in an old
hotel where the walls aren’t
perfectly straight.”
And, all the effort was
worth it, according to
guest feedback. “We’ve
had people comment on
TripAdvisor that these are
some of the best shared
bathrooms that they’ve
been in,” Miriam adds.
“And quite often the rooms
with the shared bathrooms
sell out before the luxurious
deluxe rooms.”
The new Crowne Plaza
Kitchener-Waterloo in

Ontario, which was previously a Delta, reopened in
the spring; it now features
a bathroom redesign.
Guestrooms and bathrooms
were revamped under the
vision of designer Jolanta
Lukas of Newmarket, Ont.based Royal Design Inc.
(The public areas of the
202-room hotel are undergoing a redesign as well.)
In the bathrooms, hotel
management opted to
exchange most of the existing tubs with showers, to
appeal to business guests.
Tubs remained in approximately 50 rooms to create
an alternative for parents,
who often prefer bathtubs
for their children. “It’s
made additional space in
the bathroom — getting

rid of the tub,” says Ally
Visram, COO of Vista
Hospitality Co., the hotel’s
ownership group, based in
Kitchener, Ont. “The new
bathroom designs are very
contemporary, giving a
fresh look.”
The Crowne loo highlights a neutral palette
accented by green vinyl
wallpaper. Indiana-based
Delta faucets and dualflush Georgia-based Toto
toilets reduce the brand’s
environmental impact,
in keeping with the hotel
company’s corporate Green
Engage sustainability
program. A contemporary bowl sink is a standout, creating “more of a
boutique feel,” Visram
adds. Ceramic tile floors

mimic the look of wood,
and sliding pocket doors
help save space in the
small rooms, while frosted
glass windows open them
up to natural light.
The design was accomplished with a budget
of $2,500 to $3,500 per
bathroom. And, the hotel
has received “fantastic
feedback,” says GM Yari
Khan. Guests call the new
bathrooms “very unique,”
which, he says, contributes to the guest’s overall
hotel experience.
After all, bathrooms that
shine help create the right
impression, Khan adds.
“The bathroom is 50 per
cent of the [guestroom]
experience, if not more,”
he says.u

OPERATIONS

RISKY
BUSINESS

Keep your guests safe from fire, theft and personal injury
BY LAURA PRATT ILLUSTRATION BY JEM SULLIVAN

VENTURING OUT OF
the protective enclave of a home into the
temporary digs of a hotel — however luxurious and welcome a reprieve — can be scary.
Aside from fears of ongoing global threats to
security, the prospect of a fire or personal theft
can also give guests cause for concern. It’s why
today’s hoteliers need to remain vigilant about
security within their hotels, assiduously
creating and updating plans
to safeguard guests.
hoteliermagazine.com
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ARE YOU
COVERED?
In today’s litigious society,
hotels can never be overinsured. But the process is
increasingly fraught with challenges. Gordon Wells, senior
account manager for insurance
brokerage CG&B Group Inc., in
Markham, Ont., points to slipand-falls on hotel premises as
the biggest source of claims.
“Any time a visitor shows up
on your property, you’re inviting him under the Occupiers’
Liability Act,* which requires
all owners to provide a duty
of care when furnishing a safe
environment,” he says. So how
much insurance does a hotel
really need? “There’s never
enough,” says Wells. “That’s up
to the owner and their appetite for risk exposure.” While
the direct assets can be easily determined, the liability is
unknown. But in Wells’ experience, hotels are generally well
run and staff is usually committed to guest safety, while
management takes huge steps
in training employees on safety
and security. For example,
some hotel managers form crisis-management teams to handle critical incidents and communicate effectively to ensure
guests’ safety is foremost if an
accident occurs. For additional
training, CG&B has recently
introduced a risk-management
and loss-prevention seminar for
hotels, a 90-minute
presentation that
walks staff through
the elements of a
high-risk incident.
*B.C., Alberta,
Manitoba, Ontario and
P.E.I. have occupiers’
liability legislation. The
other common-law
provinces interpret
the law of occupiers’
liability based on legal
precedent and the laws
of negligence, while in
Quebec liability is codified in the Civil Code.
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Threats can come from any area posts in the upper-level atrium, to
of the hotel, but fires should be an watch below, and all are regular hotel
ongoing preoccupation. “I think staff. “We don’t hire outside security
‘fire-life safety’ is always the number- agencies that would give you differ1 threat,” says Tim Terceira, GM of ent people every day,” says Cook,
The Ritz-Carlton, Toronto, using the who oversees the property’s security
term coined by Bethesda, Md.-based team. Porters also fasten luggage to
Marriott International (whose brands carts with cable locks to deter driveinclude the Ritz) to describe the by bandits.
always-terrifying prospect of a hotel
fire. “Hotels house laundries, restau- TECHNOLOGY AND TEAMWORK
rants, boilers, cooking stations, lots Today’s safety-conscious hoteliers
of people and events. And hotels that ensure their properties sport the latest
permit smoking in guestrooms always security technology. For example, the
raise the possibility of fire.”
newest heat-and-smoke detectors and
The foundation of a hotel’s precau- sprinkler heads are more sensitive and
tionary measures against fire lies in its respond more quickly than they did
codes. Countries, provinces and cities even five years ago.
typically have regularly updated fire
Security cameras have also
codes and some hotels have fire codes received meaningful enhancements.
of their own. Marriott International, The quality of the equipment and
which operates in 72 countries, has the photos the cameras take has
standards that comply, at minimum, improved dramatically, which means
with local codes so the compa- a theft can be investigated more
ny doesn’t have to make constant thoroughly thanks to crisper images.
readjustments for each individual “Now if something happens, we’re
location’s requirements. General- able to track it,” says Terceira. “We
ly speaking, says Terceira, Marriott can review the footage and see how
requires more sprinklers, more smoke it happened.” Indeed, agrees Ross
exhaust systems and more access Meredith, GM of the 496-room
points into meeting rooms than Westin Ottawa. “If we see someone
municipal codes do.
in the building [who] we’re uncerIn addition to the risk of fire, tain about, we can snap a picture and,
hotels are also prime targets for theft. within 30 seconds, 50 of our people
Three variables thieves
know, says Gordon Cook,
STAR POWER
Pan Pacific Vancouver’s
Celebrities and high-profile VIPs bring their own
rooms division manager,
security challenges to a hotel. Given its downtown
is that a parked rental car
location, The Westin Ottawa frequently hosts political
probably has luggage in it;
luminaries and looking after them “is always top of
that hotels — where people
mind” for Ross Meredith, GM of the 496-room hotel.
are on vacation and have
Protocol requires employees charged with security to
connect with the RCMP along with any private security
likely let their guards down
detail with whom the guests travel. The teams work
— contain bags filled with
collaboratively to assign specific floors to dignitaries,
valuables; and special-event
secure adjacent guestrooms and ensure safe arrivals
buffets practically invite
and departures. At the Pan Pacific — where Gordon
women to leave their purses
Cook, Pan Pacific Vancouver’s rooms division managunattended at their tables
er, describes occasional visitor Bill Clinton as a “great
while they fill their plates.
guest” but with a lot of needs — in-house staffers partWith this in mind, the Pan
ner with a dignitary’s security detail. As required, secPacific has eight officers
tions of floors or entire levels are booked to accomwatching the lobby where
modate VIPs. “Everything shuts down for half an hour
thieves have been known
leading up to the time he’s departing, including guest
elevators and the elevator foyer,” says Cook.
to strike. Some maintain
hoteliermagazine.com

will have a photo of this suspicious
guest in their inboxes.”
Technology has also been ramped
up in many hotel elevator systems.
Keypads offer sophisticated access to
designated floors, and iPads as well
as iPhones serve as instant communication tools. Emergency-response
equipment is receiving fresh attention, too. The Westin Ottawa has
three defibrillator machines — in the
front office, at security and in the
health club — so if security is called
for a medical issue, the team arrives
with a first-aid kit, an oxygen tank
and a defibrillator. “It’s almost like a
mini [medical] clinic arrives in your
guestroom,” says Meredith.
The same level of attention is
applied during medical-emergency situations at the Pan Pacific,
where the in-house security team
is occupational first aid level-two
certified, one step below the creden-

tials of a paramedic.
Safety-conscious hotel operators
also indoctrinate staff on preparedness and response. Marriott’s security
and engineering employees are trained
with frequent fire drills and emergency practices. And loss-prevention
teams conduct regular tours observing
people and spaces, ensuring equipment is up to snuff and access points
are clear of hazards.
Marriott International maintains
a separate fire-life-safety department,
which is staffed by former firefighters, among others. The team reports
directly to the CEO. Compliance is
required prior to every hotel opening,
and fire inspections are conducted
annually by the municipal department and Marriott crew.
At The Westin Ottawa, six fulltime, in-house security guards oversee
the hotel’s safety committee. “We
hire people as an extension of our

guest service agent but with a focus
on security and safety,” Meredith
explains. They’re often individuals who want to learn loss prevention as a stepping-stone to another
career in the hotel. These are not
the guys with the biggest muscles,
he clarifies. “It’s not our style. We’re
all about taking proactive measures,
about understanding where vulnerabilities are for the day and the week,
planning on the types of guests that
are coming and being aware of the
potential risks.”
In a civic-minded city like Ottawa,
says Meredith, the biggest threats
a hotel should be protected against
are political conferences on controversial subjects such as animal rights
and sexual orientation. “We’re always
aware of the potential for demonstrations or people trying to get into a
closed meeting.”
That’s key. Always be prepared. u
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DATA
DEFENDER
Despite lingering concerns, cloud adoption
is not as risky a business as one might think
BY DENISE DEVEAU

T

here’s a lot less talk these
days about cloud-computing
being a risky business for
hotel operations. But the
growing trend to cloud-based
services does not mean security and
privacy concerns have been laid to rest.
“There isn’t a conversation where
email and web security doesn’t
come up, whether it’s with a system
engineer or executive,” says Roy
Purtill, VP of Cloud Computing for
Cisco Canada, a supplier of enterprise
IT networking solutions in Toronto.
In fact, Cisco surveys consistently
show that the risk of data loss is the
number-1 security concern.
For the most part, a hotelier’s
security concerns tend to fall into
two major categories, says D’Arcy
Mathias, partner at Deloitte technology consultancy in Toronto. “The first
is concern about data [being transferred] from the end user to the data
centre. Whenever data is moving
back and forth, [there’s a] worry
about the risk of data loss or security
breaches,” he explains.
The second major security concern
within cloud-computing is the overall
architecture of the system itself. With
data being housed in a multi-tenant
environment, where servers are
shared, some operators feel competitors will be able to see data and that
competitive information will leak
out. “Hoteliers don’t have the physi-
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cal comfort of seeing, touching and
having their own team backing the
systems,” says Mathias.
At the same time, advancements
in security protocols used by
reputable cloud providers are becoming robust. “In terms of security
measures providers are putting into
place, they’ve come a long way with
encryption, login, auditing mechanisms and security procedures,” notes
Mathias. “Data is always encrypted in
motion and at rest.”
Frédérique Philip, co-owner of
Sooke Harbour House in Sooke,
B.C., trusts the security measures
in place behind her cloud-based
property-management system,
WebRezPro, sold through World
Web Technologies Inc., based in
Calgary. “I always find it interesting
that people get concerned about
security when going online. It used
to be way more dangerous for people
to give their credit cards in restaurants, and nobody seemed to worry
about that,” she notes. Each year, her
property’s systems are transitioned
to accommodate more cloud-based
features as they relate to reservations,
transaction processing, email services
and surveys. “When you start with
technology, you can’t go backwards.
But it never occurred to me that
security would be a problem — and it
isn’t,” Philip says.
In fact, the security of cloud-

SECURITY BREACH
Cloud providers are attracting top
security talent in the industry, notes
John Cousens, VP of Government
Relations for Calgary’s Canadian
Cloud Council. “Stealing data from
a public cloud-computing company
is difficult and would require breaking
through multiple layers of authentication and encryption.” That said, the
San Jose, Calif.-based Cloud Security
Alliance released a list of the top
nine cloud-computing threats of 2013.
They were as follows:

n Data breaches
n Data loss
n Account or service traffic hijacking
(phishing, fraud, exploitation of
software vulnerabilities)
n Insecure software interfaces and
application programming interfaces
n Denial of services, which prevent
users from accessing their data or
applications
n Malicious insiders
n Abuse of cloud services (hacking,
staging denial of service attacks,
malware, pirated software)
n Insufficient due diligence in
terms of the chosen cloud
environment, applications
or services
n Shared technology vulnerabilities
(systems, storage, networking,
applications)
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computing is getting better thanks to
the growing presence of data centres
on Canadian soil. When services first
came out, data centres were in the
U.S., where data privacy rules are less
strict. “Now the major cloud providers
are beginning to build data centres
in Canada that meet our more robust
privacy laws,” Mathias explains.
And, a Payment Card Industry
(PCI) Data Security Standard (DSS)
was established in 2006 to eliminate
the risks associated with cardholder
data and payments — another critical
area of concern, reports Dan Candido,
principal of Amanico Information
Technology & Management Solutions,
a Toronto-based consultancy.
The hotel, spa and resort sector
lagged behind other industries in
adoption, despite the fact that more
than 55 per cent of credit-card fraud
occurs in these sectors, according
to “The PCI Compliance Process
for Lodging Establishments,” by
the American Hotel & Lodging
Association.
“Every hotel has to self-police this
credit-card thing,” Candido says.
“The biggest break [for cloud security] was a couple of years ago when
six major hotels agreed upon the
security encryption needed to allow
information to be sent from hotels
to a data centre securely. Once those
standards were agreed upon, they
could go ahead and follow through
hoteliermagazine.com

with cloud applications.”
Standardization was critical given
the complexity of information transfer within the industry, he notes.
“Guest information has to hit, on
average, eight different systems. All
of them have to [communicate] while
maintaining security. So you can’t
go to the cloud without some sort of
standardized security token.”
PCI compliance shook a lot
of operators into thinking about
security, confirms Michael Manuel,
GM at Point Pleasant Lodge in
Halifax. “It was a big wake-up call
for the industry, because it started
encouraging operators to think more
globally in terms of security,” he says.
“The security hardware, software and
ongoing maintenance involves a lot
of work, because threats come up
daily. Using a cloud service increases
the ability to manage and prove
compliance, because it’s all there.”
Point Pleasant Lodge initiated a
progressive cloud platform evolution
in 2005 when it transferred communications and email functions to the
cloud. The most recent addition was
the Maestro by Markham, Ont.-based
Northwind web property-management system.
Security was top of mind when
Manuel chose Maestro. “Anyone can
put up a shingle on the web and say
they’re a cloud host, but they could
literally be running a PC in a storage

room at their home,” says the GM.
In his years of research, Manuel has
come up with a checklist for finding
a good cloud host. When vetting, it’s
important to investigate PCI compliance, infrastructure, the data-centre
location and encryption along with
the physical security measures, system
redundancy and access. “Also, look
at the agreements carefully to ensure
you can get your data out should you
choose to change providers or if the
company dissolves or changes hands,”
advises Manuel.
Cisco Canada’s Purtill adds that
the level of security demanded
by hoteliers is higher than many
businesses because some are now
connecting to entire cloud ecosystems
that may include supply, travel and
entertainment partners. “It’s not just
rooms and management systems,”
says Purtill. “Hotels are now looking
at connecting data from multiple
devices. The underlying infrastructure
and access points needed are huge.
But if hotels don’t accept the market
change, the biggest danger is that
they will be left behind.”
Either way, whether communicating
in-house or by the cloud, nothing is
perfect. “But, as long as you can stay
one step ahead of the hackers, you’re
doing well,” says Candido. “Hotels
may not have [in-house] resources to
dedicate 100 per cent to security, but
be as prepared as possible.” u
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MAKING
CONNECTIONS
Didier Luneau engages associates and
guests as GM of The Westin Calgary
BY ROSANNA CAIRA

E

ven as a child, Didier Luneau knew he
wanted to work in hotels. “I was fascinated by the hotel lobbies that I could
glimpse from the street,” recalls the GM of the
Westin Calgary.
At 15, the Versailles, France-born hotelier
enrolled at Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines Hospitality School near Paris. But it wasn’t until
his first weekend and summer job as a busboy
that his fascination with hotelkeeping took
hold. “My first real hotel job was housekeeping supervisor at Le Méridien Montparnasse
in Paris. “These jobs helped me develop my
ability to connect with people, guests and associates.”
After spending 14 years at the Sheraton Montreal
as GM, Luneau arrived at the
Westin Calgary in April 2011,
QUICK QUIPS:
ready to manage a complement
Personal Status: Married with
of 265 associates and 565 rooms.
two children; son, Felix, is 20
“What sets this hotel apart is our
and daughter, Lolita, is 16.
strong culture and our associDefine your style:
“Collaborative and peopleates’ engagement,” boasts the
oriented. I pay a lot of atten45-year-old. “Year after year our
tion to my team’s input before
satisfaction [scores] for associmaking the final decision.”
ates’ engagement is [among] the
Stress Buster: “I walk or run
top Starwood hotels.”
to work every day, even when
The hotel’s location in
the temperature falls around
Canada’s
resource capital means
minus 30°C during our tough
its core customers come from
Alberta winter. This represents
the oil and gas industry. “They
eight kilometres a day in addistay with us from Monday
tion to my daily walks around
to Thursday, are 40 and are
the hotel. “
mostly Canadian or American,” explains Luneau. Located in one of the top
five ultimate sports cities in the world, the hotel also
attracts a combination of sports events and leisure
business on the weekend.
This month, the hotel is celebrating its 50th
anniversary, and the GM is commemorating the
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occasion by inviting Calgarians and out-of-town guests
to write in and share their favourite hotel memories.
Winning entries will be posted at the hotel’s Liquid
Lounge for general viewing.
As a vital part of the community, the hotelier is a
firm believer in giving back. “We have a very successful initiative called “La Table des Chefs” [The Chef’s
Table]. As in every banquet operation, we produce
three to five per cent more food than necessary [to
avoid a] shortage during events. We freeze bread, meat,
vegetables, soups and desserts that were not served to
the guests, and once a week a local shelter picks up the
food and adds it to their production. We were the first
hotel to implement this initiative in Alberta two years
ago, and we have provided close to 20,000 portions of
food to our community.”
It’s clear a community of people are important to
Luneau’s overall success. “In addition to having great
brand and sales strategies, you also need to have the
right associates to create emotional connections with
the guests. Knowing guest preferences and personalizing our service according to these preferences is
critical,” he says. “The real success behind any hotel
or organization lies within the strength of its team. In
business, as in sports, the most successful teams are the
ones with talented individuals.” u
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guest experience

Sysco Guest Supply is committed
to maximizing the guest experience
at your property by offering an
extensive line of hospitality products
that enables you to provide the
ultimate in comfort and convenience.

THE ULTIMATE IMMERSIVE
VIEWING EXPERIENCE.
Samsung introduces the Curved Hotel TV in Canada.
Samsung continues to take the guest experience to a whole new level with the game-changing curved hotel TV, which oﬀers:
•
•

An innovative design that creates a truly immersive viewing experience
Powerful performance with a quad-core processor

•

Easy TV-mobile interaction feature for all mobile devices

•

Simple content sharing through AllShare and Screen Mirroring

All TVs are equipped with Samsung LYNK™ DRM technology and are REACH 3.0 compatible, making the Samsung Curved TV easy for property
managers to install, customize, and control.
samsung.com/hospitality Samsung Hospitality Sales: 1-855-678-9245

© 2014 Samsung Electronics Canada Inc. All rights reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., used with permission.

